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Cherry 
Point 
still • / 
, alive 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -- 
The Energy Site Evaluation 
Council isn't sure the Puget 
Sound, Wash. oil port issue 
tsdcaddesplte 
congressional pproval of a 
measure that would ban 
such a facility east of Port 
Angeles. • 
During Its regular 
meeting Monday, .the 
council refused to delay'a. 
prehearing conference 
scnem~ed for Oct. 25 on the 
Trans-Mountain Pipeline 
Co.'s application for a 
to construct an oil pet i t  
po~t at Cherry Point, Wash. 
And the council isn't yet 
ready to take action .~  a 
Claliam County requea~ mac 
it dismiss a Northern Tier 
application for a permi'_t to 
esfablish an Qll port at Port 
eles. 
An~e motion fw dismissal 
was put before the council 
Monday by aallam C~unF 
Prosecuting Attorney uTa~ 
Ritchie. 
Ritehie argued that the 
council would not be able to 
meet a Dec.27 deadline for 
deciding whether it w_ould 
recommend isaumlce of a 
certificate for the Port 
imAngeles oil port. The council 
IS I year from the date 
of filing of. an application to 
make a decision. 
MOTION REJECTED 
The council rejected the 
motion on grounds that 
Ritchie had not notified 
the hera 
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Cancel  aces PCB 
/ 
charges in court 
BY DONNAVALLIERES Terrace where Judge taken eight smaples from Service and stated there 
HERALD STAFF WRITER Romilly normally holds the harbour on Jan 27 and wuawidarangeofresults. 
Canadian .cellulose is court. " nine more on the following In nine different samples, 
 ompsan stated were 
ontrisl in Terrace provincial Three witnesses, called sa'~e biologist was varioutions rangmg bet- 
court today facing 16 byCrown Counsel Waner questioned extensively by ween almost no traces of 
chagres of poluting the Heinrich took the stand 
water of Porpoise Harbour yesterday to tesify of their defense council Robert PCB and. 236 par~_ per 
near Prince Rupert plus tmvolvment in collectln g Gardener on the cleanliness million.' Some of the 
alternate charges resluting and analysing sediment and of the equipment used to. samples included an "ex- 
fromtests conducted by the water samples taken from " gather the samples and also tremely high" con- 
Environmental Protection Porpoise Harbour since the extent of the samples centrationof pob, accm'diug 
Service. January. taken. • to the cheroot. 
CanCel faces maximum Gamder suggested there ~ Defense counsel 
fines of $55,000 if convicted The major arguements was a lack o f  "emirical 
presented during, cross evidence" in determining 
.examination by CanCel the effect of'PCB on sea lBe. 
defense counsel Robert 
of the charges laid after a 
chemical compund, 
poluehlorinated bipbsnyl 
(PCB) was alleged to have 
escaped into a pulp mill log 
pond through the roof drain 
following an transformer 
explosion last January. 
The case originaIly began 
in Prince Rupert court wit 
Judge Selwyn Romilly 
residing hut was moved to 
Gardner appeared to hinge 
onthe credibility of the 
wintesses and the accuracy 
of sampling and analysis of 
the harbour sediment. 
Glen Parklan, a marine 
biologist with the En- 
vironmental Prtoeetion 
Serivce, testified he had 
Edwin Thompson, an 
analytical chemist for the 
Department of the En- 
vironment, testified he had 
received samples of the 
sediments Jan 31. He 
described the process of 
analysis of the samples 
submitted by the En- 
vironmental Protection 
questioned Thompson on 
whether high concentrations 
of sulphur would have an 
e~ect on PCB readings, but 
Thompson stated that if 
thereliad been, the sulphur 
would obliterate other 
elemeata in the reading 
which it had not. 
Gardern also stated there 
was a wide vsriey of 
readings taken in the area 
by di/ferent independent 
tentors, hut Thompson 
replied this could be a r~....ult 
of differing sampnng Northern Tier attorneys of 
th~nderfllh~gihe Northern Tier 
proposal, Alaska crude 
would be received at the Kangaroo Court showed no mercy Friday 
as the bailiffs stuffed this grade eight 
student's clothes with green spaghetti. 
The proceedings were a part of the annpal 
initiation for new students and teachers at 
Skeena High School. Most new teachers 
spent heir lunch hour being attacked by 
water balloons ffellowed by a smothering 
in whipped cream. 
port Angel~ site and then 
iransshipped tothe Midw~t 
through a transstam 
ifli~line. That proposal isn't WINNIPEG (CP) -- The Conserv~itives cam 
~ected by Sen. Warren G. ' { Sterling Lyon and his -paigned on a strong frec-en 
Progressive Conservative -te~rise platform that in 
Magans~_'samen_dment.the Grizzly-Sukunka rea party handed Premier Ed -eluded numerous tax cuts 
= vPip?llne planned Act that would preclude $chreyer and his New and a leaner look for the Northea   " " Democratic party aprovincial government. • crushing,, defeat in They also cast themselves • ' Tuesday.s Manitoba elec- as the,only reel alt0rnative 
tiou, ...~, i::.~ • . . . . . . . .  .:tosocisltsm, a stance that 
_° y p. s ., ::';'!::i! ?. .' Nortlieastern-B~c.::r~bt'th:of: ' The;coiisorvatives made was ap .pm~. ntly-reflected in 
The. pipexine. _ woma_ con-. F~..-~ .....~, ._....J,~- " strong inroads into areas M the paRy's significant in- 
nect naturm gas p ro.auc.lng Cost of these new facilities traditional NDP support and crca/m in the popular vote. 
fields in the ~uzunza . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  :s estxmated at $28.4 milhon, handed personal defeats to Most of .the new support 
tir:zztey vatmy area ox • . three of Sehreyer's cabinet came from disaffected Lib- 
northeastern B.C. to a new , , ~ ministers, orals. 
roprocessin plant and't0 ~ 
Wes gas Weather butwiped out in the process, was also a personal triumph 
tcoa ~'-- '~" li"e ' TheLiberal party was all The Conservative victory 
u'ansmissm"~n's~'st'em~'y . • With party leader Charles for Lyon, who took over the 
Cost of the ptpehne Ove ". " ". " roast skies with Huhand among the election party leadership in 1975 
facilities . pro~ect.,,_. ~s showers will prevail in the casualties, after a bitter battle with 
estimates at ~a.,~ mmmn wake of a warm front Standing in the new incumbent leader Sidney 
Puget Sound east of Port 
".~m0tton by Lee J0h~an,... ,~Au, ,  ,~ ,  .... pu~.~ ~' 
~-a~ .~'e-~'~a ~~':'~h~ hcai'in~ 0htwo applications 
~,"~o"~" fo"'r'"~he"envi- by Westeoant Transmission 
~',~"~-'~ -k in -  that the Co. Ltd, of Vancouver to 
q,,~,,,Uountain .~r ino  be construct natural g 
~ '~ '~ ~'  Inhaled pipeline and processing 
,'~..'~:'.~,,,...'~;"h~ ~n~:~.il facilities in •northeastern 
member Bruce Reeves. m,  sm ~v,u. . ,a ,... 
Reeves noted the Marine held in Fort St. John star- 
Mammel Protection Act has ting Nov. 15, the National 
not yet been signed into law Energy Board said 
by l~es. ident Carter. . Tuesday. : 
Aria an attorney for me In. one application 
Atlantic Richfield Co., Westeoant proposes to build 
crime spousors of the Trans- about 93 miles of 10-inch, 20- 
Mountain project, said as inch and 24-inch pipeline 
far as his company is plusatotalof10.Smflesofd- 
concerned "it's bosinesa s inch and S-inch gathering 
usual." laterals and a natural gas " 
processing and sulphur 
Tories sweep NDP out - , -  - -  godlier also qusanonea .me 
witness at length on why me 
discarded, stating that the in Manitoba elections 
while the processing plant which passed through legislature compared with Spivak. 
costs are estimated at $75 yesterday. Today's high, standing after the 1973 "It looks as though 
million. • nine degrees, tonight's general election was: Manitoba is embarking on a 
new era," the premier-elect In its second application low, five degrees. 19771973 
Westceast proposes to build said as soon as the election 
facilities to gather natural • , ~ PC 3321 -. NDP 2331 trend became obvious. 
gas producedfrom fields in L 15 Lyon, 50, was a prominent 
the Silver-Dahl areas of Total 5757 member of two previous 
Unemployment soars 
Bleak winter ahead 
that the jobless rate rose in six provinces 
but dropped in four. 
Quebec had the largest number of 
unemployed at 281,000. The jobless ram 
for the province rose by eix-tenths of one 
per ten1 between August and September 
to 10.8 per cent, the highest smce the 
federal agency began collecting monthly 
job figures in 1953. 
Ontario had 9.62,000 unemployed and 
registered the largest increase in the 
number of jobless from a year ago. In 
September, 1976, there were 9.62,000 
unemployed i~ the province. The Sep- 
tember unemployment rate was 7.3 per 
cent, up threetentbs of one per cent from 
August. 
Newfoundland continued to have the 
highest jobless rate at 15.8 per cent, 
although this was a decline of one-tenth of 
one per cent from August. 
BLEAK EVERYWHERE 
Despite a substantial one-percent drop 
in New Brunswick's jomass ram xrom - 
August, the province had the seoond- 
highest rate of unemployment in Sep- 
tember at 13.3 per cent. 
Nova Scotia's rate rose by one-tenth of 
one per cent to 10.4 per cent and Prince 
Edward Island's jumped by seven-tenths 
of one per cent to 9.3 per cent. 
Manitoba saw a three-tenthsof-one-per- 
cent rise to 5.9 per cent and Saskat- 
.ehewan, with the lowest rate among the 
provinces at 4.2 POr cent, showed an in- 
crease of two-tenths of one per cent. 
Alberta's rate declined by four-tenths of 
one per cent to 4.5 per cent and British 
Columbia~s droppedby five-tenths of one 
per cent to 8.3 Per cent. 
• The statistics also showed that number 
of persons working in September was 
9,906,000, up from 9,688,000 in September, 
1976. The participation rate, which 
measures the proportion .of persons of 
working age actually ~t~bor  force, 
was 61.8 per cent in ~ ,  up from 
61.1 per cent a year egr'lll~. ~ 
Which witch 
is which? 
KIRBY, England (AP) -  Five 
witches Whose backyard fire dance 
disturbed neighbors watching 
midnight horror film on television 
have beenpat  on probation oy 
magistrates. .- 
• "I was watching Night of the 
Zombie on television when I heard 
them shouting," said Robert Eaton. 
"They looked as though they were in a 
trance. It was worse than seeing the 
horror film." 
Other residents of the quiet neigh- 
hood testified Monday that the 
t l~  men and two women were 
~hanting and dancing around a fire in 
e shape of a cross burning in the 
middle of a circular pit in the back 
yard of the house in which the witches 
were living together. 
The women and two of the men 
wore black robes be~dng signs of the 
zodiac, the witnesses said. 
"They kept throwing something 
into the fire that seemed to cause an 
,,~oslon," said George Taylor, 39. 
en they would jura tp through the 
smoke. I must admit Ithought hey 
must be unusum people when I saw 
one of them sunbathing naked in the 
garden." 
Prosecutor David Kilner said some 
of the neighbors threatened violence 
against he witches, ~and the police 
were summoned. The prosecutor said 
one of the five, Hugh Singleton, told 
the police: "We are practisin~ our 
religion. I'm a white (good) vateh." 
:L The five, aged between 19 and 35, 
pleaded guilty to a charge of conduct 
likely to cause a breach of ~e peace. 
The magistrates put mem on 
probation for a year and ordered 
.them topay a fine of &50 (about $95) 
each if they got into trouble during 
that time. 
The neighbors aid the coven has 
moved away. 
i 
By VIC PARSONS 
• OTTAWA (CP) -- Job pmspecte for the 
unemployed this winter appeared bleak 
Tuesday with publication of Statistics 
Canada figures showing the unem- 
ployment rate in September hit a post- 
1940 high of 8.3 per cent. 
• The figures brought a flood of 
suggestions from opposition critics on 
policies the government should follow to 
avoid a crisis. 
Progressive Conservative spokesmen 
called upon Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien to turn to the private sector for 
advice on how to run the economy. Ed 
Broadbent,-New Democratic Party 
leader, called for jobcreation programs 
that would make work for 250,000 to 
300,000 unemployed. 
The actual number of jobless last month 
as determined by the Statistics Canada 
survey was 798,000, down from 838,000 in 
August. But the trend toward worsening 
unemployment was evident from last 
year's figures which showed that in 
Septemher, 1976, the jobless totaF was 
128,000 lower. 
?he 8.3-per-cent jobless rate, which 
takes into account seasonal variations in 
the labor force, compares to 8.9. per cent 
in August and matches the post- 
Depression high reached last April. 
In September, 1976, the seasonally- 
edjusted unemployment rate was 7.9. per 
cent. The actual unemployment rate was 
7.5 per cent in September this year 
compared with 6.5 per cent a year ago.. 
LITTLE IMPROVEMENT 
The dismal job picture has been ac- 
centuated recently by comments from 
Chretien that •there is likely to be little 
substantial improvement in the jobless 
situs'tion over the next year and a half. 
Conservative critics Sinclair Stevens 
and James Gillies urged Chretien, who 
was appointed to his POSt Sept. 16, to drop 
his government advisers and change 
i them for a group from the private sphere. 
company~ was at a ' 
"hit of a disadvantege" 
becamethe samples could 
not he ret~ted. 
Wlilism Sargeant, a 
Chemist with the 
Stevens said Chretien eeds to get away 
from the "cocoon, ivory-tower approach" 
9f f!nance department officiais and get 
tresn aavice from spokesmen in industry,. 
• ganking, labor, small business and from 
consumer advocates. 
He and Gillies suggested basic changes 
to the economy are needed to restore con- 
fidence in the country. The slow-growth 
policies followed by former ministers 
Donald Macdonald and John Turner were 
not good enough. 
Gillies said impetus for economic 
growth must come from the private 
sector. ,We're not going to solve unem- 
ployment by massive government 
spending of a general nature," he said. He 
added he is concerned that some people 
feel short-term jobcreation programs 
resolve basic economic problems. 
Broadbent said a new government 
make-work program would "at worst" 
mean a marginal increase in federal 
spending because the government would 
save money otherwise earmarked for 
unemployment insurance and welfare. 
The government would also increase its 
tax revenues if thousands found jobs, he 
said., ~ 
SUGGESTS PROGR,~M 
"What we need is a commitment ap- 
proach to jobs," he said. Broedbent 
suggested a program similar to the 
winterworks plans of the early 1970s. 
Donald Montgomery, secretary- 
treasurer of the Canadian Labor 
Congress, called for a new budget to 
stimulate "the demand side of the 
economy." 
Montgomery called fQr a onemonth tax 
holiday for workers ~rning less than 
$15,000 a year followed by a continuing 
flveper-cent income tax reduction for the 
same people; a $50-amonthincrease in old 
age jpensmns and public investment in 
housing, insulation and food storage and 
transnortation. 
The Statistics Canada figures showed 
Tory administrati~ss and 
had made an unsuccessful 
bid for the party leadershii~ 
in 1967. pesticide i 
Department 
vironment, 
of the En- 
:e and head of the 
laborato~ which analzed 
~ .samples,-testified .that 
laboratoaery: had recieved 
' . . . . . . .  January 
Felz]ury I, March 11 anti 
March 28. 
Once of the samples tek~ 
on January 28 he attemptS_ 
to analyze, Sargeent said, 
but the analysis machine 
made "such a heavy 
t~spense." to the substance 
an analysis could not he 
Inane. 
In other no PCB t r samples, r 
was detaected, SArgean 
stated. 
The pesticide chemist' 
testified-that in at least one 
of the staples he 
examined~m could see a 
~,p~_ _ate layer of liquid and 
e&dd smell PCB as well as 
bydrecloida sulphide in the 
m_mple. 
~trgeant concluded that 
the samples "must be very 
maly~ aquatic life in. the 
Prince Rupert area, and 
found PCBs present in 
marine birds. He also 
remembered analyzing 
crabmeat twice in the past 
ycar.,finding l.e~. than o~ 
per part per million pr~nc  
in one of tile el"ak and 70 
0~p~. per million in the 
Samples are routinely 
dingarded after four to six 
weeks, asrgesntaald, but he 
ahd found two of the sam- 
plea in bottles. 
Upencroas e.~uniniation. 
Gaklner asked sArgeant if 
noxious chemicals were 
taken to the VAncouver 
gar edum but state~ the ~igh Sargcant residue 
samples were Izmred into a 
bottle mixed wlth other high 
residue substances for later 
diSa~mder also questioned 
the disposal of 
chromatographs, charts 
which recoi'ded PCB content 
in the samples, and was told 
bY Surgesnt that the charts 
had been disgarded. .•. 
The defense counc:s 
~ ted out that this meant two sets of "empirical 
evidonca" was gone. 
Gardenr went back to the 
elemental sulpher issue, but 
like Thompson, Sargesnt 
iuslted elemental sulpher 
would not show up in the 
graph, but stated he was 
r'dekd sure" that was no 
elenental sulphur in ,the 
samples. 
Tho crown continues in its 
G~entation today with 
more witnesses to be 
called, trail 
to centintm~ throughout 
week. .~,"i,! 
Lyon capped his return tc  
governmeht with an easy 
personal win in the Win: 
: SchreYer; ~41/,,~onceaea 
defeat g r a ~ t m ~  
he was disappointed in  
outcome of several in- 
dividual races that could 
have meant a third term of 
office for his government. 
The NDP first came to 
power in the 1969 election 
with an upset victory over 
the Conservatives and in- 
creased its standing in the 
legislature and its share of 
the l~pular vote in the 1973 
contest. 
The premier premised an 
orderly transition of 
government some time in 
the next several weeks, but 
made no comment on h i s  
personal future. _ . 
Schre~er was re-elected in
the Winnipeg riding 9f 
Rmsmere, but most ob- 
servers feel it is doubtful 
that he would remain as 
leader of the 568 0 
gzPBV4%R JW!N THE 
House. 
Huhand, 45, attributed the 
poor showing of the Liberals 
tothe polarization of the 
vote in[o NDP and Con- 
servative camps-- a trend 
that has been obvious for at 
least the last elgl~.t years. 
"We had a dam fine cam- 
paign with darn fine can- 
didates, putting out fine 
idea," he told party 
workers. 
Huband was also leading 
his party into his first 
campaign since taking over 
from Izzy Asper in enny 
1975. His loss in Crescent- 
wood marked his third 
consecutive umucces~ul 
bid for a seat in the House. 
Most observers had 
predicted a close, two-way 
race between the Con- 
servatives and the NDP and 
had speculated about the 
possibility of a minority 
government. 
The Conservatives 
defeated three NDP 
ministers on their way to.an 
over-all victory, dim 
Galbraith defeated High- 
ways Minister Peter Burt- 
ulak in Dauphin, Bob An- 
derson beat Com- 
munications Minister Rene 
Toupin in Springfield and 
Winnipeg city councillor 
Gerry Mercier edged 
Education Minister tan 
Turnbull in the Winnipeg 
riding of Osborne, con- 
sidered a fairly safe NDP 
seat. 
The Tories also picked up 
Emerson, Gimli, Thompson 
• and the Wlnnilmg ridings of 
Radisson and-St: Matthewa 
from the NDP. 
! . "  
BC Rail running smooth, 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
British Columbia Railway 
operations were reported to 
be running normally 
Tuesday even though a 
majority of trainmen, who 
booked-off sick Wednesday, 
had refused to obey a back- 
to-work order by the B.C. 
Labor Relations Board 
(LRB). 
The trainmen, 
represented by the 450- 
member United Trans- 
~ rtation Union. (UTU), okedoff in a dispute over 
overtime. 
BCR spokesman Hugh 
Armstrong said Tuesday 
that 19 of 80 members intwo 
UTU locals returned to work 
over the holiday weekend. 
He said the ragway was 
hopeful the rest would he 
back shortly. 
UTU general chairman 
Glen Bowles said, however, 
that only 12 or 15 of some 200 
workers in North Vancouver 
and Ligooet had Ipne back. 
The book-off nas been 
concentrated in the southern 
section of the railway, but 
Noel Hubbard, the UTU's 
northern chairman at 
Prince George, said the 
situation "could go one way 
or the other at any time" 
because the workers are 
upset over the further delay 
in getting a contract. 
The board ruled last week 
that the workers are 
engaged in illegal strike 
action and ordered them was the first sinceThursday 
beck to work. entirely staffed by union 
STATES GROUNDS . workers. 
In a formal cease-and- 
desist order issued Friday, "That's an indication that 
LRB chairman Paul Weiler they are returning to work," 
warned that they may be he said. ' " 
sued for da'mage's and Armstrong said freight, 
, charged with criminal of- and passenger service has 
fences unless they return to not been affected by the 
work immediately, strike, with supervisors 
The rrragwa}' has not have been filling in. 
taken legal action against 
the workers who have not But Bowles described 
returned to their jobs and Armstrong's comments a  a 
Armstrong said the railway "comic. ny ploy" and said 
is taking the attitude that the railway "doesn't tell the 
the trainmen will return to truth all the time." "I'm 
work. telling them how rotten this 
fxH~hstaid#onc~NYo~l~0 pV~nn, management is and they're 
making up their own minds, 
coUver to Prince .George he said. 
Alison Maximchuk clears the hurdle on eight-year-old Victor, an Arabian gelding. 
Top instructor here 
Riding clinic a success 
Llnda Timko 
Police Beat 
Thieves ce lebrated  A vehicle struck a guard 
rag at the west end of the 
bridge completely wrecking 
it, No charges have been 
laid. 
A Terrace man was taken 
to Mills Memorial hospital 
here'after a vehicle left 
Highway 25 one mile south 
'of Kitimat River bridge 
early Tuesday morning: 
Eliseo Vaidez, of Agar 
Avenue was taken to 
hospital here by Kitimat 
City ambulance after the 
incident. A car left the high- 
way and landed in the ditch. 
No estimate of damage was 
available. 
A resident of Oersted 
Street caged Kitimat RCMP 
Tuesday to co plain that 
three large animals 
resembling wolves ~d been 
seen prowling in the neigh- 
bourhood. The street is close 
to the nieghborhood where a 
10-year-old boy was at- 
tacked and mauled by a 
bear Thursday. 
Thieves broke into a pop 
machine and a soap 
dispenser at the Service 
Centre Laundromat, 6O3 
Industrial Ave., early 
Tuesday morning. About $50 
in coins were stolen. 
Kitimat RCMP urged 
drivers taking the road to 
Kitamaat Village to watch 
out for dangerous road 
conditions at the last big 
,bend on Suicide Hill ap- 
proaching the village. 
The highway at this point 
is breaking up and police 
recommend caution, 
Thanksgiving in style last 
weekend at the expense of 
the Kitimat Luso Canadian 
Club. 
The clubhouse on Konigus 
Street was broken into 
Saturday and 20 bottles of 
liquor, 30 bottles of beer, 30 
packages of cigarettes, 
some bar nuts and seven 
rolls of pennies were stolen. 
Entry gained by 
smashing W~hSe attic vent 
cover at the rear of the club. 
A 1975 pickup truck 
belonging to Emil 
Langegger, of 14 Gander St., 
was reported stolen early 
Sunday morning. HCMP 
recovered the truck in the 
lower parking lot at the city 
centre. The theft is still 
under investigation. 
The trunk of a new 
Triumph sports car was 
forced open on the lot at 
Ralph's Service, Ltd., 191 
Enterprise St., and a jack 
stolen. Police believe the 
theft occured at about 
midnight Oct. 9. 
Builder Joe Correia 
reported that a new house 
under construction on 
Tunney street was broken 
into Oct. 10 and a two-foot 
aluminum level and a Black 
and Decker power drill were 
taken. 
A Kitimat man was taken to 
~msnital fter a vehicle ran 
out'of control on the Haisla 
Bridge at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 10. 
Wil l iam Scott Mathias, of 
37 Partirge St., was taken to 
Kitimat General Hospital 
with undetermined injuries. 
The Copper River Riding 
Arena hosted Linda Timko 
from Okanagan Fags for a 
clinic on Saturday and 
Sunday. 
Timko, a former esident 
of Terrace, has been very 
active training and showing 
horses around the Lower 
Mainland in the past year. 
The Clinic was a ~reat;, 
success due to the large': 
enrollment gf  students. 
Adults and children alike 
participated inEnglish and 
western riding as well as 
jumpin~ for beginners and 
novice norses. 
The Clinic stirred up a lot 
of interest in the old art of 
schooled riding and it looks 
as if Terrace is ready to 
produce some fine riders 
and horses. 
By next .sl~ring the 
number of riuers from 
Terrace partaking in the 
horse show circuit will grow 
immensely, something 
which should be of interest 
to everyone as these people 
will always be representing 
Terrace whenever theya re 
in another town. 
Nine Kavanagh and 
Elaine Wyatt, operators of 
the Arena were very pleased 
with the response they saw 
this weekend. 
If enghusiasm remains as 
eat as it has in the last 
e whg, we will certainly 
bring in other guest in- 
structors from around the 
province on a regular'basis. 
The arena is-now being 
used by all the horse clubs of 
Terrace. Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. now have 
something totally different 
to offer with the Roping Club 
using the facility. 
The Quarter Horse club is 
having a horse show 
Saturday Oct. 29 with Ben 
Gumm from Quesnel as 
judge. 
DIAMOND SHOALS, N.C. 
(AP) - -The  U.S. Coast 
Guard has removed its six- 
man crew from the 
Diamond Shoals light 
station and left the lonely 
vigil of the ocean, to a 
computer. For the first time 
in 153 years, ships plying the 
Outer Banks will depend 
solely on machinery to warn 
them of the treacherous 
waters of Diamond Shoals 
where powerful northbound 
and southbound currents 
collide. 
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: ~  " " : " : ' "  ~" '  ' ' i!: ! 
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SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
EXPIRES 
OCT. 16 
TUNE.UP 
not morethan 
; s49.96 s69.95 s69.95 
4 cylinder " 6 cylinder 8 cyhnder 
Includes oocn~erlzed scope check 
t J  Replace Spa~Plugs 
with new Autolite plugs _ ~ . . . .  . ,~ ~ 
Ignition points - ~ ~"tlOr. ~11 
Condenser, Rotor , /t~.) ~ _ ~ W ~  ~=~ I,;~ 
withnewMotorcreltpails .~t~,y ` ~=m,~.~%.,.~T~_ T=]. "~r"  
~Ad jus t  liming, carburetorandbells ~"~ ,A~_ ~ ~ ~L . . .  ~ 
Check Distributor cap, cooling ~'~-~-.~'~---  ...~. ~__~_ ~ i~ 
system hoses ~ , . . .~7t~.~:~: .~ 
sperk plug wires coil PCV ', ~ * ~ ' ~  ;~_~f  ,~ 
air fitter and gasoline lifter ~ ~  'm~ .'~:2,7 ,..~.r ' 
Includeslighltrucksandlmports. ~"~= ~--'I'~:~- ~ j ' ' r -  ).~s..,...~ 
Specialpriceoncarswilhelectromcignbtmn 1--" L.v'~ e , L[~ ~-:~ ~1 
and Econolines ~ ' I ( 
Partsandlabourincluded. ~j ~.~ ~.~ j 
Art~ I1(~(~ 11o4~ [3,f~$ot |el'~iCe WIN SO qUOIgd pefofe 
work ~s larled . . . ~. 
• ,;. 
SEE OUR SERVICE DEPARTMEHT 
THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING . . . . .  
TERRAIIE TOTEM FORD SALES 'I LTD, 
4631 KEITI! TERRACE, B.C. 
• . • • b , . • ,  . • 
. , , . ; , ; ;  . , , : ;  : -  .~ :  . . .~ , "  . . . .  -.. 
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:DAIRY 
EGGS onus "A I' OReS A9 
UTHER FRUERVALLEY 1.ST 
Iot GRADE I lb. pk|, 
.!~...' 
OOTIrAGE RHEESE 
DAIRTLAIID 3% 600 |r. tub 
.76 
KRAFT 
"PROOESSED" 
OHEESE SHOES 
~,,- DELUXE SLIOES 
SINGLE SLICES 
313 oz. SINGLE SLIOES 
• ~ 33 oz. pk|. 
16 eL pk|. 
32 oz. pk|. 
MEAT 
NAliBUnGER PATTIES 
PORK HOPS 
SMOKER SAUSAGE 
SohneiderJs Mini-Ohuln 
3 Ib, box 
1 1 1 ~ '  
3.36 
3 J  
2A9 DO, 
'Cut from Gov't Inspe.cted Pork 
Rib or Duff End 
BEEF UVFdq ..Good with Sliced Onions 
O oz, pkg. 
~ I W m n 
1.30 lb. 
,45 lb. 
.93 
PROCESSED 
gEESE BARS 
FROM BLAOK DIAMOND 
MILD 12 as. bar IJ9 
MEDIUM 12 oz. bar I~7 
EXTRA OLD OOLOURED 12oz. 
bar 1.93 
IN'STORE DEMONSTRATION 
FREE .SAMPLES OF DOMESTIO A IMPORTED 
OHEESES IN FOOD DEPARTMENT' 
TASTE THOSE TEMPTING EXOTIO 
OHEESES YOU'VE HESITATED TO BUY 
HEOK THE WIDE SELECTION OF UHEESE 
PRODUCTS AT. SPEOIAL PRICES 
DRY GOODS 
KRAFT 
MAOAIlOHI & 
CHEESE DINNER 
71~ oz. pkg. 
FLANNELETTE MATERIAL 
-a good assortment of patterns and 
plains. Great for pajamas, quilts, 
diaper etc. In 45" widths. 
Reg 1.49 yrd. Sale Price 1~ 
OHEESE 
PIZZA MIX 
30 OZ. PKG. 
*L.' ".' ; 
BAKERY 
OHEESE 
BREAD 
16 oz. 
.69 
KRAFT 
GRATED OHEESES 
ROMANO 
4 oz, IA6  
PUMESAH 1,8B 
80S, 
t 
KRAFT 
VELVEETA 
"PROOESSED" OHEESE 
2 LB, PKG. 
3.19 
OHEESE WHIZ "PROOESSEB" 
2 LB. JAR 2,99 
MOZZARELLA OHEESE 
16 OZ. BLOOK 1,99 
PRODUCE 
Oelery oat. 2 Ib,./.SO 
BroeoolJ Oal. .39 lb. 
Oukes B.O. grown ,m lb. 
MaD apples s lb. bag ,99 
Bananas 4 Ibn./$1.00 
BUNKETS 
Acrilyic,ployester and cotton mix 
blankets. Approx 72" x 84". In a couple 
of patterns and colours. 
Reg 9.95 Sale Price 6,99 
SHEETS , 
An assortment of sheets in queen, 
double and twin size at a special fall 
clearance of 
50 % Off rq. prides 
BOY'S DOWN FILLED JAOKETS 
We have boys (Pioneer)down jackets 
in stock. A good selection of sizes and 
¢olours. Ideal warmth for the cold 
months ahead. 
LADLES TAR JAY 
the latest fall colours and ce.ordinafes 
in jackets, vest, shirts, slacks and 
blouses. At a super saving of 
Available in sizes 10.20. I/3 OFF 
MEN'S CASUAL SLACKS 
ideal for casual wear. In a good size 
range and colours. This polyester 
FRESH BAKER RALLY 
OAFETERIA  BAKERY i~ OUR IHSTORE SMEllY 
DELUXE HAMBURGER 16 oz. WHITE SLIOED BREAD /' ""ITH FRIES . . . .  5 FOR Sl.95 
'1 ,00 ' (2o) s7 eo : . . . .  ~ 10ASE . 
RRAGE CO-OP ASSOCIATION 
,,,,o.,o.~ ..o..,.- "THE ALTERNATII 
slack is made by G.W.G. and retails for 
19.95 
Sale Price 9.B9 
• " . .  o , -  . . . . . . 
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• .:: Useless pep 
An old timer once said that a heavy crop of mountain 
ash berries in the fall means cold weather in.the 
winter. 
~ The federal government could find better ways to spread 
i" its glad tidings than sending Senator Ray Perrault around 
i! again. 
: His speech last Friday to a half-full banquet room didn't 
i impress anybody. Though is delivery was smooth and his 
~:jokes were pa~ably funny, the audience mostly sat and 
!i stared. 
His message was basically that businessmen should co- 
i- operate wit h a government department that admits its out 
~ of toucl~ with the people its supposed tobe serving. The feds 
!: have been sending representatives all over northern B.C. 
:: just to tell us that. 
• ~ We s,t~gest the government is really politicking despite 
!:'Perrault s requent denials. His speech, which revealed "
:nothing really worth listening to, came after a day-long 
economic development seminar sponsored by the provin- 
cial and federal governments which local people found 
~useful. 
~ There is no reason to foist a politician upon the people 
!iover a dinner of rubber chicken preceded by cocktails when 
• the job has already been done and the subject ~ horoughly 
~dealt with. 
:.i We wonder how much did this pep talk cost us? 
Poor sanitation 
WHO fights against cholera 
for an infected travellero 
m another country or continent to 
initatite an epidemic underthese 
conditions. 
Savic said one of thegreates 
problemsf aing helath authorities i
the misconception that vaccination 
guarantees immtmity from cholera. 
"Existing vaccines have proved 
between 30 and 50 percent effective 
and only for a limited period," he 
said. 
"Widespread ignorance of this 
fact creates a false sense of security, 
leading people to ignore basic 
preventive measures." 
The cholera germ attacks the 
intestines ,and if not treated it kills 
between five and 20 percent of its 
victims. 
The first symptoms are p~ofuse 
diarrhea nd vorniting leading to a 
serious loss of body fluid, muscular 
'pain and general weakness. In 
extreme cases,the infection 
culminoates in coma and death. 
beirut reuter- In a remote 
mountain villag.e in the Middle East, 
an old man m struck down by 
disease. His wife helpless in the face 
of this unkown sickness and is soon 
mouring his death. 
She never learns that husband is 
the first link in a deadly chain which 
will lead to an epidemic of the 
disease thousands ofmiles away.in 
Africa. 
It is an extreme xample of how 
cholera can spread rapidly through 
several countries-but i can happen, 
says an official of the World Health 
Organization WHO. 
It also explains the mass cam- 
paigns being conducated by Middle 
Cholrea thrives in unhyginenle 
conditions and spreads quickly 
through the infection of food and 
water supplies. 
Throughout the threatened areas 
of Middle East, health • ~authorities 
are warning people to 0bserve'Strict 
personnel hyginen, boil •drinking 
Do computers invade privacy? 
waterm wash vegetables and fruit 
and burn rubbish. 
East governments o protect heir 
people from a Syrian epidemic 
which has taken more than 60 lives 
so far. 
Health aurthorities in Lebanon 
and Jordon have acted quickly to 
contain outbreaks intheir countries. 
Dr. Draugutin Savic, the WHO 
chief in Beirut said: "Cholera is a 
highly contagious disease and 
previous experience shows that a 
|ew isolated cases often spread 
rapidly to thousands of people. 
!,'Underdeveloped countries with 
poor sanitation facilities are par- 
ticulary at risk and it is quite 
Chlorination of domestiee water 
supplies has increased, restaurants 
are beinginspected regulalry and 
teams of nurses and sanitation 
experts have been sent to distant 
settlements to press hometbe need 
for simple hygiene. 
In Beirut, cholrea found an 
unexpected ally intbe recent civil 
war, which crippledthe city's water- 
disposal systems. 
The main garabe-compost station 
was put out of action and sewage- 
treatment facilities and water. 
~l~pp ly systmes were extensively. maged. Vital schemicals and 
laboratory equipment were lost. 
Sanitation deparmente officials 
are working overtime, to remove 
uncollected waste, but piles of 
stinkingrubbish still littler many 
streets. 
Informed sources aid about one- 
third of the solid wastes collected 
daily is being buried in large tren- 
ches at the end Of a runaway at the 
city's international irport. 
Savic said that even with the most 
rigorous preventive measures it will l 
take several months to wipe out the 
MIddlee East epidemic. 
ST. THOMAS, ONT.CP-Paul 
Shaver doesn't like the idea of 
storing a student's records in a 
computer. 
He says a computer, by its very 
nature, can make information 
available at the touch of a button, 
and this has g.rave implications for 
a citizen's pnvacy. 
So since 1974, Shaver has in- 
structed his daugther not to giver 
her social insurance number to her 
teacher.It is with this number that 
student academic records are 
processed by the computer. 
Computers don't compromise and 
the school has simply invented a 
nine-digit number for Shaver', 
daughter. But it is not satisfied with 
this invention and at the start of 
every school year the girl is asked to 
supply her real number. 
, Last year things came to a head. 
When the number was requested and 
her father efused her permission to 
grant it., the girl broke down and 
cried. 
Shaver said he wrote provincial 
One man's battle against the machine 
ombudsman Arthur -Maloney, 
outlining l0 objections to the 
practice of using social insurance 
numbers in the school system. 
In addition to this concerns about 
rivacy, Shaver's letter noted that 
e original purpose of the social 
insurance number was to tabulate 
individual contributions to anc 
deductions from personnel .income 
tax. 
But after months of being bounced 
from bureacrat to bureaucrat be is • 
still wainting for answers. He 
demands a public investiagtion to 
determind why an alternate system 
of coding hasn't been devised. 
Administrators insist that 
safeguards are taken to ensure 
ultimate confidentiality. ::Some, 
however, concede that in the end, it 
is impossible to make such promises 
stick. 
"I don't know whether guarantees 
can be provided,"Joe Tabone, 
director of information systems •and 
the records branch ofthe education 
ministry, said in a telephone in- 
An editorial Sterling Newspapers, 
terview from his Toronto office. 
"We are extremely conscious 
about what is being done with these 
records and every action is subject 
to careful scrutiny." 
Since 1968, when school boards 
were given authority to maintain 
students records, the ministry has 
reeorde Grade 12 and 13 marks in 
order to provide them to post- 
seoindary institutions, aid Tabone. 
He said this information is coded 
under individual SINs and this is 
why the ministry requires the 
numbers. 
In a letter to Shaver, Education 
Minister Tom Wells said, "It would 
appear superfluous to create ne 
coding systems." 
"The social insureance number 
can serve a multitude of purposes," 
the minster said. 
Until Shaver is told the full extent 
of "theseu purposes" he intends to 
keep fighting for answers and refuse 
to have his daughter become "part 
of the system." 
A stadium where you can't play ball 
One of the least publicized 
aspects of the Pacific 
Nat ional  Exhib i t ion 
proposal to build a 45,000 
seat "roofed stadium" at a 
cost Of $32 million is that he 
facility cannot be used for 
baseball. 
While many sports fans 
may think that baseball is 
on the decline, an editorial 
in the October 1st edition of 
the Sporting News, the 
oldest American sports 
newspaper, points to the 
contrary: 
"Attendance in the 
majors this season broke the 
all-time record of 31.3 
million with a month to play 
and the final audit should 
show 38 to 39 million, Even 
discounting th two new 
Clubs, Seattle and Toronto, 
the attendance would 
constitute a new record. 
"Moreover, a national 
sports survey disclosed that 
baseball has regained its 
] Interpreting1 the News I 
Britain quarrels 
with market 
By BRUCE LEVETT 
• LONDON (CP) -- Prime Minister James Callaghan, in 
attempting toplacate Labor party dissidents at home, has 
raised the ire of Britain's Common Market partners. 
The ]prime minister, in a letter to the party's national 
executive last week, promised atough and independent ap- 
proach to Community business. Observers here saw it as a 
mo~ve to appease anti-market Iactions . . . . . . . .  
Whatever the measure of Callaghan's uccess there is 
little question that he has offended, inthe process, powerful 
allies within the Community. 
• West Germany has reacted most forcefully, that coun- 
try's foreign minister stating that the Callaghan approach 
to such matters as enlargement of he European Economic 
Community (EEC) differs from that of the partners. 
GROWTH RESISTED 
i! West Germany believes that enlargement of the EEC by 
three-Portugal, Spain and Greece--would strengthen that 
body. Caliaghan stud he felt it would weaken its integration. 
Caught in the middle is Ray Jenkins, British president of 
the EEC's ruling commission, who has remained silent on 
the controversy, Jenkins is believed to sympathize with 
Callaghan, realizing the prime minister is up against heavy 
anti-market sentiment within the Labor party with little 
room to manoeuvre. 
i What has touched off EEC ire ]particularly is Callaghan's 
Stand on maintainln$ the authority of national parliaments 
and governments: his claim to the right to pursue national 
economic and socialpolicies and his apparent concern over 
Enlargement of EEC authority, experts here say. 
:- Government apologists state that Callaghan's philosophy 
on such matters i dictated by the necessity for intra-party 
harmony. 
Others, however, say he really feem this way and that he 
has always q.uestioned the ideas of EEC economic and 
monetary umon. 
An early quotation by the prime minister--"I don't be- 
lleveyou can do it and what's more I don't hink anybody 
else does either'--is resurrected in support of this belief. 
The controversy comes at a delicate period for Jenkins, 
who is about o embark on a campaign for monetary union, 
to include a common currency throughout the EEC coun- 
tries. 
Callaghan, in his letter to Ron Hayward, Labor party 
general secretary., said it would take near-miraculous 
powers of persuasion to coax Britain into going along with 
the idea. 
traditional p ace as the I~o-~:1 
sport among fans. The sdme 
survey had previously 
showed football in the top 
spot. Baseball has made 
:repressive strides in the 
heavily populated East and 
is gaining among younger, 
better-educated people and 
suburban dwellers. 
"Of ca certainty, one of 
the factors contributing to 
baseball's popularity is that 
it is the least expensive of all 
the big time professional 
sports. As (base~,all) 
~ommissioner Kuhn ~ays, 
"It's only game wh~e a 
man can bundle uo:~t;he 
family and spend a p|~sant 
afternoon or evening 
without having to mortgage 
the house. 
"Anlther reason for the 
gam's popularity, in our 
view, is the game itself. Our 
country seems now to be in 
an era in whichpeople want 
to be restful and relaxed in 
their leisure hours. In this 
connection, baseball fills 
their leisure hours. In this 
connection, baseball fills the 
bill perfectly. Ther very 
pace of the game, which 
critics denounced in the 
sixties as too slow for the 
times, now appears to be 
exactly what people want." 
We agree, and we feel that 
taxpayers who ultimatley 
will foot the bill for the 
roofed stadium ought to 
have at least he basic cost- 
benefit information on a 
stadium which could handle 
baseball. 
Both Toronto and Seattle 
have shown us that, under 
the right conditions and with 
the right facilit:,, baseball 
can be a roaring success in 
higherto minor league 
towns. 
In fact, until this year, 
with the arrival of the 
Seattle Mariners, Seattle 
had a reputaion as a poor 
baseball town. However, 'the 
K ingdome e l iminate  
climatic uncertainty. Fans 
could plan weeks ahead to 
.attend a certain game 
knowing it would not be 
rained out.. 
Both Seattle and Toronto 
will draw well inexcess of 
one million fans in their first 
year. 
In every respect, Van- 
couver is a big league town. 
The combinedpopulation of 
metro and suburban Van- 
couver wuld qualify us for 
admission in either the 
American or the National 
League. 
We think Greater Van- 
couver sport fans deserve 
more serious consideration 
of the baseball option and 
we urge them to write the 
Pacific National Exhibition 
requesting mroe in- 
formation on the costs and 
~ otential revenue of a aseball inclusive "roofed 
stadium". 
"As most of you know, our company treasurer 
won't be with us for the next fifteen 
o I I  annual meetings. 
.% 
Saving money 
isn't worth lives 
I am writing you con- and the more youknow of it, 
ceming the first aid courses the bigger the advantage to
by St.Jolm's Ambulance . the person you are treating. 
which is being taught at For this reason I would 
Northwest Community like to see the Workers 
College: Compensation Board's 
I feel the two-weal crash Industrial First Aid course 
course on Industrial First back at the college because 
Aid is inadquate and not as of its content and the time 
thorough as it could or spent on leamiug how to 
shouldbe. The course is far save human lives. 
too short and cramped and a Your attention to the 
person would not learn as matter would be greatly 
much as he should, appreciated. 
We are dealing with 
human lives and the better Your Truly 
you known your business Harley D. Wflson.- 
i 
Iona Campagnolo 
Money is what makes the political process Work. 
That rather blunt fact is certainly well lmownto anyone 
who has thrown their hat into the campiagn ring-on any 
level--or who has worked on an election can.~, ign. 
In 1974 in eder to make our Canadian pohtical process 
more open, and to involve more people, the federal 
government made a number of signigcant changes to the 
federal Election Expenses Act. The most important of 
these chages were disclosure of political donations over 
$100.00 in size, and system of tax credits to encourage 
donations to the political process. 
DISCLOSURE 
Under the disclosure provisions of the Act, any donation 
of more than $100.00 tea registered politcial party 
autonatieally becomes a matter of public record. Thus 
while contributions of larger amounts are still permitted, 
their existence will be known, and any interestedperson 
will be able to see who the larger contributors to all can- 
didates are. 
The second new part of the Act-and one which I feel is 
essential to the success of our electoral system-is the 
granting, by the federal government of tae creidts to 
CANADIANS WHO INVOLVE THEMSELVES FINAN- 
CIALLY IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS. 
The system works like this: If you give a donation of 
(say) $100.00 tothe reigistered political party of your choice, 
then the federal government will allow you to deduct $75.00 
from your federal tax payable (not from your "taxable 
income"). So a $100.00 donation only cost you $25.00. 
"SMOKE F ILLED BACK ROOMS"  
To me the importance of this new system is that it allows 
aH Canadians-at llincome levels (tax credits are given on 
donation as small as $1O.00)-to become more full.~iav.01vedl 
in the election of our federal govern~ent~ N'0:l~fig~r ~, we; 
say that all of the money comes fmm.thb ;rSm~l~'-~T~.~,c~ 
rooms and~the corp0rtat~gi~dts. " "~ . . . .  
Now-if you want it to--it comes from you. 
I am concerned, though that not enough CANADIANS 
ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OFTHIS NEW TAX CREDIT 
SYSTEM. It is a significant opportunity to bring our 
polities much more out into the open, but if we don't use it, 
then the "smoke-filled back moms' win by default. 
At the end of this report. I have listed addresses ofall four 
political parties currently represented in the House of 
Commons. If you are interested intaking advantage ofthe 
new tax credit system, and in being an important part of our 
political system, then please contact he party of your 
choice for luther information. 
When the next election is called, I will again be asking for 
your support at the polls. Now, however, I am asking for 
your support of the political process that we in CANADA 
TOO OFTEN TAKE FOR GRANTED. '- 
Its your political system. Your government has made it 
almost painless to contribute financially. Its now up to you, 
so give--the Party of your choice. • 
If you would like further information on this, or any other 
matter dealing wiht the federal government, please write to 
me care of the House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario (K1A 
0X2). No postage is required. 
The Fund for the Liberal Party : 
1155 Georgia Street West 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3H4 
Telephone (604) 681-5171. :1 
New Democratic Party 
301 Metcalfe Street 
Ottawa Ontario 
K2P 1R9 
Telephone (613) 236-3616 
Progressive Conservative Party 
178 Queen Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIP 5E1 
Telephone (613) 238-6111 
Social Credit Party of Canada 
Box 1391 
Station "B"  
Ottawa, Ontario 
Chief Electoral Officer 
440 Coverntry Road 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A OM6 
Telephone (613) 993-2975. 
A beer a day 
SYDNEY (AP)  - -  Bus 
~iver John Francis downed 
beer to celebrate a courl 
decision which guarantees 
him three free beers a day 
for the rest of his life. 
Francis, 40, won the beers 
in a promotional contest at 
the opening of a Canberra 
hotel in 1970. 
But in 1975, the hotel was 
sold and the new owners cut 
off his free beer. Francis 
sued the previous owners 
• ' .;i 
and his claim was uphelu in :~, 
the Supreme Court. 
He was also awarded ~ 
$9,979 for the beer he : 
missed. ', 
Francis ays he has been ,' 
drinking for ~ 20 years and .,: 
averages two or three beers •,~: 
a day. , :~ 
He figures he s got 37 
years of drinking left which '! 
means 40,000 glasses of frs( ,;i 
beer. At, today's ~ price :i 
that's worth $15,000, ,.. i 
| 
Phantom plBns 
led to break-in 
MB•N TLEW DIGGS REAL (CP) -- 
There were no plans by a 
Front de Liberation du 
Quebec cell for a .violent 
celebration of the 1970 
October Crisis, says a letter 
presented Tuesday to the 
Quebec commission of 
inquiry into the 1972 police 
br/mk-in of a leftist news 
ng~Yalleged plans were 
cited as a . reason  for 
granting the three anU- 
terrorist officers who 
authorized the illegal break- 
in unconditional discharges 
last June. - 
Cpl. Richard Presseau of 
the Quebec provincial police 
told the inquiry the officers 
had information that 
~ at the Agence de se Libre had "fight 
links" with the FLQ's 
Liberation Cell. 
The cell members were 
living in exile in Cuba, 
where they had been flown 
in exchange for kidna~pped 
British trade commissioner 
James Cross. 
Agency journalists were 
exchanging coded telex 
messages with the 
Liberation Cell and had 
access to "terrorist 
records," Presseau said. 
But commission lawyers 
presented a letter from 
former cell member 
Jacques Cossette Trudel 
saying the Cell had re- 
nounced its terrorist ap- 
proach because of lessons it 
had learned in the October 
Crisis. 
The letter, dated Aug. 28, 
1972, was from Trudel and 
his wife to Louise Vandelac, 
an agency journalist 
escribed in earlier 
testimony as a schoolmate 
of Trudel. 
BREAK-IN APPROVED 
Presseau said police anti- 
terrorist officers received 
approval from thei r  
superiors at least eight days 
before carrying out the 
illegal break-in, conducted 
on the night of Oct. 6-7, 1972, 
without a search warrant. 
He said he first discussed 
the break-in, which had 
already been planned at a Wi d and junior level, around Sept. 20, n waves  1972, with Inspector Jean il pill Coutellier, who headed the 
1 d Quebec force's ecurity and c eane  o s intelligence operation. 
Coutettier was one of the 
three senior officers who By TOM McDOUGALL ran aground on Haddington 
Reef on Jan. 28, 1973. Her HALIFAX (CP) --  A 
scientist said Tuesday the 
shoreline of Nova Scotia's 
Chedalmcto Bay has largely 
cleaned itself since the 
sinking of the tanker Arrow 
but oil-deposits remain in a 
few areas. 
Paul Keizer of the Bed- 
ford, N.S,, Institute of 
Oceanography said in an 
interview that only 40 to 60 
kllometres of the bay's 
shoreline still show any 
oil, and less than 10 
etres remain heevfly 
oiled. 
When the Arrow sank in 
February, 1970, she spilled 
about half of her cargo of 
3.8-million tons of bunker C 
oil, polluting about SO0 of the 
bay's 600 kilometres of 
shoreline. 
Keizer addressed the 
o~aing session Tuesday of 
Oil-Enviroument '77, an 
fuel tanks ruptured, 
releasing about 200 tons of 
number 5fuel oil, a slightly 
fighter type than Bunker C. 
A study showed that 
certain parts of the oil 
decomposed faster than 
others. Non-toxic, paraffin- 
like components dis- 
appeared first, but heavier. 
components were still there. 
He said the effects of these 
heavier components on 
marine or human life are 
not known, but there is 
concern that in sufficient 
quantities they could cause 
cancer or mutations. 
A Norwegian scientist re- 
ported that crude oil spilled 
into the North Sea last April 
from a blowout at the Bravo 
offshore drilling ramp in 
Norway's Ekofiak oil field 
has largely disappeared. 
pleaded guilty to 
authorizing the raid without 
first obtaining a s~arch 
warrant. 
Presseau said that within 
a week of his first meeting 
with Coutellier his superior 
informed him the break-in 
had been discussed and 
approved by superior of- 
ficers of the Mounties and 
Montreal police. 
DOCUMENTS STOLEN 
During the break-in, the 
officers stole large quan- 
tities of files, mailing lists 
and cor respondence  
belonging to the agency and 
two other groups that 
shared its office--the 
Movement for the Defence 
of Quebec Political 
Prisoners and the 
Cooperative de Demenage- 
ment du 1 MaN. 
Authorization was given 
intemationai symposium to carry out the raid without 
sponsored by the institute to K.J. Johannessen of obtaining a search warrant 
discuss how northern Norway's Insititute of partly because of a desire to 
marine• environments Marine Research said that keep the operation a weU- 
recover from off p0llution. , , by the end of July there wa.s " guarded secret, "but 
especially' (because) there He, t~:par t  :in a sm~...of..:only a. small amounc o.t on . . . . .  
Chedab~toBay in1976, six left on the surface; mere was a q.u.esc}on of. noc 
years after the Arrow sank. was none in the water below returning me oocumenm to 
He said the cleansino has the surface and none had the APLQ," Presseau 
been duelargely to~v~ and reached shore. • testified. . 
wave action, pessiblreY hmelovPee~ied , f f i , - - ,~. - - ,~- - ,~. - - ,~ . . . . . .  
b Ymree ~fdt~ne~o fl h ~ h~ fi m e f ~ .  ~ ; ~ g ~ ; ~ i ; ~  
the spill. 
The areas S~ affect,ed ~ KITIMAT ' 
wereshorelines.mosuy along rocky ~ 
OOMMUNITY ARTS The oiled beaches now 
appear much the same as .~/  AAI IHA I I  
any other beach.es, he said. ~ UUUI I@IL  .~ .  
But in pmcee, me oil has 01[ 
cougeal~l into the sand and ~; ~h ANNUAL f~ 
oxic~zed on the surface into ~F~ ~a 
a pavement-like surface ~ .~ 
usually six to 10 centhnetres ~ ~ i u ~  /~ (~ '~[ - i~  ~ i~/~l~ 
deep. ~ b~,~t J  ~ ~,~ ~ ~d tJ ~,~.l~,~ 
"It almost looks like a ~.  _~ 
downtown street," Keizer 
said "The surface is ~ PUDE.  THE DITT CENTRE MALL 
gre~sh-white, but ff 'you ~ _ . . . .  - 
break though it you get a U~ UA][J~: oovnn;n ss  ~a~ 
black running oil. On a hot ~ . . . .  '" "'~ " ' "  ~'  
day you get cracking, and ~ ~,=, .  =a 
f~esh black oil runs out." f ~ I I1~1~ 9:3Oa.m. - 6p.m, 
Dr. Walter J. Cretnay o ~ ~ s,, 
the Institute of Ocean ~ ~5~ 
Sciences in Victoria said ~ ~l~pMm .~ 
most of a spill of heavy fuel ~ , I~ l f f  I i i "  "~" 
oil in a bay near the nor -~ . l iRa 'a"  " 
thern  tip of Vancouver ~ , : x  
Island has dissipated. -~ 
T~,~el~s~iiRIU~'l'UuaREeDdwhen H ALL WELOOMEB 
i i V  V v  i V Y  V g Y Y  Y v v V  v v v  v v v v v  v 
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SATURDAY 
00TOBER 15, 1977 
MOST OF TIlE .0VEABLE EQUIPMENT AflD 
FURNISHINGS I ;H IN THE OLD HOSPITAL 
200Items. are i, nvohed 
inoluding a 30-k,lowatt dmel-eleotno generator 
BIDDING STARTS AT 12:00 noon 
OLD HOSPITAL BLDG, "" AUOTIoNEER - D KERR'S AUOTION 
//iV/( 
HARDWARE STORES ~. 
I '  ~" ' ~" , , " '71"7  
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_ • :3o News Cont 
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News 
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Cont 
Cont 
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Enough 
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"Five Weeks 
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Company 
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Amer. Short Story 
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Cent 
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Drought 
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Show 
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"Massacre at 
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Cent 
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dll A "00 I Wheel Of B.C.. Jean Cannem 'Electric I .I 
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• • :is I T~e Least Street Kareen's Yoga : up I I 
I 1 :3o  IRe  Gong Show Sesame ItsYour ./~ve Mulligan I - I 
, I ,  a ,  1,5 [ De Go.g Show ~tre~ It', Voor Move : s t .  I I 
4 AI~ "00 | Hollywood Bab McLean Noon Electric | 
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Hundreds of people honored the ladies auxiliary to the Royal Canadian Legion 
anniversary bail at the Terrace Arena. 
Sturday by turning oue for the 
Barely able to fill bench 
Dodger's cheery cheerleader 
Peace and love his new motto 
PI-'I~SBURGH (AP) - -  
The ailing Pittsburgh 
Penguins open the 1977 
National Hockey League 
~nst he St. Louis season ags 
Blues tonight with barely 
enough players to fill the 
bench. 
"We have 19 fellows that 
we're ~oing to start with and 
that's zt," said coach Johnny 
Wilson. 
I~ague rules permit NHL 
teams to dress 17 skaters 
and two goalies, so the 
tempered battler in his "In 1949, I was pitching 
three short'seasons in the opening day. in the Sally 
major leagues, two with the League and I hear over the 
then Brooklyn D o~.ers and loudspeaker that Buster 
one with Kansas City. Maynard, the guy who 
"l .had guts, even if I wouldn't sign the autegraph, 
didn't have a lot of talent;" was in the lineup. 
said Laoordn, 0-4 in 26 big "My first pitch to 
league games from 1934-1936 knocked him down. He gets 
andthe pitcher knocked off up and I knock him on his 
the 1955 championship club butt with the second pitch. 
becat~e of a young left- Then lknooked him down a 
bander named Sandy third time. 
Koufax. "Afterwards, he said he 
His first major brush with wanted to fight me and when 
the enemy was in 1949 and it he saw who I was, he said 'I 
erased the memory of an don't even know you. Why 
old-standing rudge, would you knock me down 
"I went to a New York three times?' 
" Giants game as a kid and - "Isaid: 'When you played 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Tom asked this guy for an for theNew York Giantsyou prising whenyou see Steve 
Lasordn, the chipper sun- autograph. He was probably snubbed me and wouldn't Garvey, Bill Russell or I~  
shine boy and  head in a hurry, just like I am give me an autograph.' COy signing autographs. 
cheerleader of Los Angeles from time to time now, and "'You've got to bekidding They know that a li~.fie .kid 
Dodgers, did not. always, he hushed me away. me,' Maynard replied, without an autograpl~ tooay' 
profess peace ana love xor "It hurt me, so I went "Now Ite~ All my players m~t  knock you on y~r  
his fellow man during his back and looked up his lhat story, so it isn't sur- butt tomorrow." 
n i g tt i d h e d ml a number in the program and r i l m m m m m ~  
league baseball Career. " filed his name away. . Employment and Emploiet 
Lasorda was. a hot- WAS MAYNARD Iq~ Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
 iling Penguins open ,NHL season 
players to take their man 
out beca.uss its easier m wm most of the pre-season with 
recurrent knee problems. 
Centre Pierre Larouche, 
who spent the exhibition 
season recovering from 
ankle surgery, should be 
available tonight. Wilson 
hopes MacDonald will play 
within a week. 
HADFIELD OUT 
But there are more 
troubles. Left winger Vie 
Hadfield will not dress as he 
continues to mend from a 
second knee operation. And 
defenceman Mario Faubert 
is out with similar 
problems. 
The Penguins also-lost "I'm not ~ about 
defenceman Don Awrey in 'knockme-down' hockey or 
the offseason. Awrey played pu~ people ,~, the fifth 
out his option and signed row, he said. I want our 
with New York Rangers. 
"I know it's not normal to 
start with so many injuries, 
but the other players will 
have to come through," said 
Wilson, in his first year as 
Penguin coach. 
Despite the injuries, 
Wilson plans few changes in 
his emphasis on aggressive 
hoeke~, something the 
Pe'ngmns have been accused 
of lacking in past seasons. 
if ~.ou contain the op- 
pesltion." 
REMEMBER WHEN... Pavot, Walter M. Jef- 
ford's unbeatable two-year- 
Rookie Lou Gehrlg, New old established himeelf ea a 
hot favorite for the next York  Yankee, first 
baseman, hit his first home Kentucky Derby 33 years 
run in the American League ago tokday-in 1944-when he 
54 years afo today-in l~-at  won the Belmont Futurity 
'New York. He went on.to with Georgia Woolf of 
Cardston, Alta., in the 
saddle. When Derby lime 
came round Pavot was 
playmore than 2,000 con- 
seroutive games anu was 
voted the league's most 
valunbleplayer in19~.7,1931, 
1934. andl~6. 
injured and the classic was 
won by Hoop, Jr. 
Penguins won't be shor- 
thanded. But they will he 
shy a number of starters 
from the 1976 season. 
Right winger Rick Kehoe 
broke a bone in his elbow on 
Saturday to become the 
latest Penguin pre-season 
,casualty. 
Before that, left winger 
Wayne Bianchin sustained a 
cracked isc in practice, left 
winger Stan Gilbertson 
broke a leg in an auto ac- 
cident and left winger 
Lowell MacDonald missed 
SFU fifth 
Canada Centre d'Emploi 
Employment Centre du Canada 
I 
ATTENTION 
EMPLOYERS 
the O,I.C, will present a 
FREE SEMINAR 
ON 
THE REOOR| OF [MKOIliENT 
INO 
OTHER RELATE| SUBJEOTS 
ON 
18 Oot. at 10:011 a.m. 
and 2:00 p.m. 
At 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
TerraN 
The seminar will last approximately ~ bows. The seamen 
will be limited to I~ peraona, space la available by Reset- 
vatlononly. Please Pbene Jim Parfreyat13S-7134te Reserve 
Space° 
in poll 
TACOMA (AP)--Linfield 
College, the only unbeaten 
Northwest small college 
team, leads a regional 
football poll for the third 
straight week. 
.The WLIdcats, 4-0, 
college sports information 
directors. Puget Sound, 4-1, 
got six first-place ballots 
and 111 votes for second 
place. 
Oregon College, 3-1, was 
third with 68 votes. Pacific 
Lutheran, 2-2, was fourth 
with 50 votes and Simon 
Fraser Clansmen of Bur- 
The winning numbers of the October 9, Loto Canada draw 
1132229 wlns $1 MILLION" 8341802 wlns $1 MILLION' 1726769 wlns $1 MILLION 1475587 wlns ~1 MILLiO~ ": 
- -32229 wins ~;1,000 - -41802 wins ~1,000 - -26769 wins $1,000 - -73587 wins ~00~)0  
---2229 wins ---1802 wins ,~250 ,--6769 wins $250 ---3587 wins 
. . . .  802 wins $100 ----769 wins $100 . . . .  587 wins $100 250 100 
received 22 first place 
ballots and 134 votes in a poll 
of sports writers, sports naby, B.C., 2-1-1, was fifth . . . .  229 wins 
editors, sportscasters and with 46 votes. ~;1 MILLION 6285414 wins $1 MILLION 5269867 wins $1 MILLION 3576795 wins $1 MILLION 2678949 wins ~O00 , 
New memb.ers --83414 wins ~;1,000 --69867 wins ~1,000 " --76795 wins ~1,000 --78949 wins 
---3414 wins $250 ---9867 wins $250 ---6795 wins $250 ---8949 wins . . . .  949 wins $100 
O l l  executive , ----4~4 wins $100 ----867 wins $100 i ----795 wins $100 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Four .the Kansas City Royas. 1072711 wins 1 MILLION 1886505 wins $1 MILLION 3925027 wins $1 MILLION 5655610 wins $1 MILLION 
new members have been The new members in- --72711 wins ~I,000 --86305 wins ~1,000 ' .'-23027 wins ~;I,000 --55610 wins ~;1;000 '. 
added to the baseball  crease the council's ---2711 wins 6250 " ---6305 Wins $250 ---3027 wins $250 ---5610 wins $250 executive council, it was membership tol l  with Kuhn 
announced Tuesday hy remaining chairman. The 
commissioner SowieKuhrl. oth/:lhjl::;eersi~n/n~beL~: . . . .  711 wins ~I00 . . . .  305 wins $100 ----027 wins $100 ----610 wins $100 " 
Joining the council were MacPhaiIandChub Feeney, 
August A. Busch of the St. John Fetzer of the Detroit 5239574 wins $100,0003539466 wins ~100,000 i ~ 3745398 w~: ~0000 
Louis Cardinals, Ruly Tigers, Ed Fitzpatrick of the ZQ~'7A IMin~ ~, lnnn  --~g466 wins $I.000 --53055 wins ~1,0uu .-,4~o~o . ~,_.. 
Carpenter of the Milwaukee Brewers, John --,~..,..,,-, . . . . . .  ~.. , v - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  . • 
PDe~waid~13hide P#2; : 'B i  ill EMxCHpoa:en~fW~r OM'~I~:~ ---9574 wins $250 ::,--9466 wins ~;250 • ---305_5_ w!ns ~250/ ---5398 wln~: ~ 
SoxandEwingKaufmanof of the Los Angeles Dodgers . . . . .  574 wins $100 . . . .  466 wins ,~100 . ----055 wins ~;I0O - - - -  "~ . . . .  ',', : i  
3619308 wins $100,0o0 1461618 wins $100,000 ~ 2623737 wins $100,000. 2269016 w!ns 51001000 .'. 
--19308 wins 1 ,000  --61618 wins ~;I,000 --23737 wins ~;I,000 --69016 wins ~;I;000 : i l - . ;  
~ ~  ---9308wins ~250 ---1618wins ~;250- - - -3737wins  $250 - "'-9016wins $250 "~/ (  : 
. . . .  308 wins $100 ..... i,~:--618 wins $100 ~ . . . .  737 wins $100 : :----016 wins $100 .... . . i : ;  :~ 
i TO BCAA MEMBERS / GET YOUR CANADA =vT.a wins ~I00,000 ]:"/~ , -- , ,~,.~.~~,r-r---~ . . . .  ~ - - I k J l  I am II mlww' 1147767 wins $100,000 / POINT / I I ? L 'l I r l 'JA ! ,' I (:10d~itiPoZ:lOo~nlsy~p~o~r~i'ne~apCtiz~Usfm~el~J~$~e~li~l~?iz~. 4127886 wins $100,00,0 
/ ~ AUTO CHECK / ~L J l~ l l~ak l  ~11 ~ 1901532 wins $100,000 2393625 wins ~I00,0C~ 0 : 
AdI~iP 3083404 wins $;100,000 4385522 wins ~luu, SURPRISE PACK, 2991649 wins ~;100,000 1090916 wins ~I00,000 " 
I PHONE OR CALL FOR / i t  . .  ILl ~ I~ . .4  * 3689438 wins $100,000 '1294383 wins $I00,000 
i AN APPOINTMENT TO / I F , ,R  T H . . E A I  I\ A A / /  3805578 wins ~ I00 ,000 '1854565 wins $100,000 '. ~1 \ / V V / 3985683 wins $100,000 .3420981 w!ns $I00,000 
/ r  ] /  D "  I ~ '~ '~1 VA YA I/L'*Jr 2542423 wins $100,000 `1871155 wins $I00,000 - 
,i.otemeFord LW ~ ~ ~, / /~/ ( / / !~-~ 3217895 wins ~;I00,000 2349083 wins $100,000 
~ [ ~ ~,~ ~.~ ~ ~ 2375549 wins $100,000 ; i  1361099 wins $100,000 
~.  ~~F'L~. -7 / "  4269186 wins $100,000 " 3404062 wins $100,000 
~ . l ~ / ~ ~  ~..,~,, .  ~ 1709727 wins $100,000 1 
/ I ' ~ 1  THIS FREE OFFER TO / . ...ii.i.i: ' . / I ~ I BCAA MEMBERS ONLY / , , 
L WGcOTODIFROM SEPT 12" ~ 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The Canadian dollar opened today 
at its lowest point since it started to slide,below the 92.00 
U.S. oent-mm'k a week ago. 
At close of trading Friday, the dollar was worth 91.08 U.S. 
cents and today it slid to 91.77, just a shade above a 25-year 
lOW recorded in January, 1968. 
:.Analysts continued to attribute the depreciation to a num- 
ber of causes, including the narrowing gap between U.S. 
and Canadian interest rates, the decline m value of the 
American dollar on the international market and Canada's 
heavy offshore debts. 
..... A:~l~nk of Montreal official said the low selling rate was 
I~dW also due m widespread publicity concerning Canada's 
!rlaeklustre" economy. 
: "Everybody's getting to know that things just don't look 
:iteo bright and that's never good for the dollar," he added. 
Dollar at its lowest Yanks w.in 
Game .1 
: Ethiopians losing town 
~ NKIROBI, Kenya (Router) -- Somali forces are locked in 
a fierce batllewith Ethiopian troops close to the strategic 
:E~opianmountain city of Harm', Somalia Radio said 
~I~'a l~ 'sa id  the E th iop ians  had taken thousands 0f men,  
!~vomen.and children hostage in the 1,000-year-old walled 
.City, threatening tokill them "if the liberation forces attack 
the  town/ '  
' French sources in the Red Sea country of Djibouti, near 
?the battle zone, reported on Monday a Somali drive on Dire 
~Dawa, a railway town near Harar. 
The two towns are the last Ethiopian bastions in eastern 
Ethiopia, and it appears that an exl~,.ted ..Somali offensive 
:against them has started from two oirections. 
i:i The Somalis need to capture the towns to secure their hold 
"on the O~aden desert, focus of the three-month war .  
Somalia Radio said three Ethiopian tanks and seven 
armored cars were knocked out near Harar Tuesday and 
 anY Ethiopians were killed or wounded. 
;~ French sources in Djibouti said Monad day that Ethiopian 
'.jets were bombing Somali forces advancing along the 
:Awash valley zowards Dire Dawa. 
For Important Dates 
i~Printed Pattern 
"lhree To Go! 
Printed Pattern 
W. 
WHAT FUN! She'll have fall 
on a string-the newest draw- 
string top. Looks great teamed" 
with a shirt and quic.k-into- 
action culottes. Easy sewing. 
Printed Pattern 94]8: Child's 
Sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, ]0, Size 6 
pollover 34 yd. 54-inch; culottes 
~/4; shirt I yd. 45.inch. - 
$1.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque Dr money order. Add 
25~ each pattern for first. 
class mail and handling. On. 
tario residents add 9~ sales 
tax. Pdnt plainly Style Num. 
:ber, Size, Yoor Name and Ad. 
:drer,~ ~END TO: Marian Martin 
P~ttern Dept., (Name of 
paper), Address. 
Save $10 to $100 when you sew 
it yourself! Lots of new dresses, 
pants, tops, Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL.WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG~ Coupon for 
any pattern free, Send 75~ 
Instant Sewing Book ....... $1.00 
Instant Fashion Book ...... $1,00 
Instant Crochet Book ...... $1,00 
Pillow Show.Oils....: ..... $1.50 
CORREOTION 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Pau l  
Blair, inserted in the ninth 
inning for his defence, 
drilled a 12th:inning single 
into left field to score Willie 
Randolph with the winning 
run as New York Yankees 
nipped Los Angeles Dodgers 
4-3 Tuesday night in a 
thrilling opening ~ame of 
the 1977 World Senes. 
~park'y Lyle retired It 
consecutive batters after 
surrendering a game-tying 
pinch single to Lee Lacy in 
the ninth and nailed down 
the victory in relief of Don 
Gullett, who pitched a 
courageous 8 1-3 innings in a 
tough duel with the Dodgers' 
Don Sutton. 
As the game whirled past 
midnight and into extra 
innings, the Yankees twice 
put leadoff men on first base 
but were unable to move 
them against reliever Mike 
Garman as reserve catcher 
Jerry Grote thwarted two 
sacrifice attempts with 
dazzling defensive plays. 
In the 12th, Randolpli 
opened with a double on the 
first pitch, from Rock 
Rhoden, the fifth Los 
Angeles pitcher. 
Rhoden walked Thurman 
Munson, who had doubled 
home what seemed to be the 
winning run four innings 
earlier. That brought up 
Blair, who bad replaced 
Reggie Jackson in right 
field in the ninth inning. 
Again, the Yankees tried 
to bunt, but Blair simply 
couldn't get the ball down. 
When the count went to 2-2, 
the veteran outfielder got 
the hit sign and that's 
exactly what he did, Iinin~ a 
pitch into left field to bnng 
Randolph dashing home 
with the decisive run of this 
exciting game. 
It was the longest opening 
game in World Series play 
and the 100th Series triumph 
in Yankees history. Few of 
the first 99 could ,have been 
!./ll'f~;- lg~,-r'- 
You've a'date, a very impor. 
tant date this fall-and the dress 
to wear is softly draped, has a 
novel hi.rise neckline and new 
bloused waist. Sew it! 
Printed Pattern 9415: Half 
Sizes I0½, 12~h. 14~. 16½, 
18~,~. Size 14~ (bust 37) takes 3 
yards 45.inch fabric. 
$1.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25~ each pattern for first. 
class mail'aed handling. 0n- 
tario residents add 9¢ ufes 
tax. Print plainly Style Num. 
bert Size, Your Name and Ad. 
dress, SEND TO: Madan Madin 
Pattern Dept., (Name of 
paper), Address. 
Save $]0 to $]00 when you sew 
it yourself! Lots of new dresses, 
pants, tops, Total Wardrobe 
patterns in NEW FALL.WINTER 
PATTERN CATALOG. Coupon for 
any pattern free, Send 75~ 
Instant Sewing Book ...... ,$1,00 
Instant Fashion Book ...... $1,00 
Instant Crochet Book ..... $1.00 
Pillow Show~ffs; ......... $1.50 
The Ya~ecs rally sent 
Gullett to the mound for the 
ninth inning with a one-run 
lead. The $2.9-million left- 
hander had been knocked 
out in just two innings 
against Kansas City in the 
American League playoff 
opener last Wednesday 
ma~t~het t , ,h ,  had left the playoff 
opener complaining of a 
sore shoulder and the 
Yankees thought the injury- 
plagued pitcher was 
finished for the season. 
But Gullett, one of the 
highest-priced free al~ents 
last winter, took a cortisone 
shot in his arm after the 
~ ame and six' nights later, e was hack on the Stadium 
mound, mowing down the 
National League champion 
Dodgers. 
Gullett gave up five hits 
before departing in the 
ninth. 
Randolph tied it 2-2 for the 
Yankees m the sixth with a 
leadoff homer on a 2-2 pitch 
from Sutton. 
The slender second 
baseman, a product of the 
New York sandlots, had only 
five homers in his major 
league career before con- 
necting against Sutton. His 
last homer had come on 
June 12 and he had batted 
274 times without reaching 
the seats until his Series 
shot. 
The Dodgers opened fast 
against Gullett. 
Dave Lopes opened the 
game with a walk and 
circled the bases when Bill 
Russell walloped a triple up 
the alley in left centre field. 
When Reggie Smith walked, 
the Dodgers had runners at 
first and third with none out. 
With Dick Tidrow 
hurriedly warming up in the 
New York bWlpen, Ron Cey 
tagged Gullett's first pitch 
some 400 feet to left field, 
sacrificing Russell home 
with the second ~Dodgers 
more dramatic, run. 
The Dodgers, trailing by a nmtmnant~...~ nRC'.AN 
run going into the ninth, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " -  . . . . . .  The Eocene EpeeS, which 
came pack mue me score lasted r-bin about 60 million 
un~.i,,Laeyrs:pinc,~ ip i .~.~ year~a'goto about 40mi l l iun  
against Lyle. . .. years aR0, marked the 
Dusty Baker openea me • • - , . . . ~egmnmgs of modern 
Dodgers ninth wzthasm~e [eographie boundaries: 
to left, only the zffm hi~ - - 
against Gullett, who had 
pitched brilliantly. On the 
first pitch to p'_mch itter 
Manny Mota, Munson a~ 
peared to have Baker picked 
off on a misfired bunt at- " 
tempt. 
But Baker evaded the rage 
of first baseman Chris 
Chambliss in the rundown 
and scrambled safely back 
to first. 
It was a vital play because 
a moment later, Steve 
Yeager walked -- moving 
Baker, the tying run, into 
scoring I~s. ition. 
That finished Gnilett, and 
Lyle -- hero of the Arnedcan 
League playoffs -- came on 
to face Lacy. It was a 
showdown between the 
Yankees' ace reliever and a 
utility man who batted .266 
in only 75 games all season. 
But the utility man won 
the confrontation, ripping a 
single to left that scored 
Baker with the tying run. 
New York had gone ahead 
in the bottom of the eighth 
when F, andolph, who had 
tied the game at 2-2 in the 
sixth with a leadoff home 
run, opened with a walk 
against Dodgers starter 
Sutton. It was the only base 
on balls all night against 
Sutton and it came back to 
haunt him immediately. 
Winning Numbers Oct.,5 
I00 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
i 
2691389 2076817 4045586 
3091495 , 4523929 1653795 
2535180 3557728 2353274 
3170354 3134817 4715839 
3281201, 2166985 4252161 
2034106 1749378 * 2562006 
1787343 4296811 1075325 
i~31579 1587394 4213103 
1497082 2482887 1272054 
1098305 4645097 1517922 
4685288 1342423 2826985 
1284533 1498836 2591831 
1373089 1052861 2547108 '
4782694 3323307 3598836 
2624421 
2140114 4656674 2585087 3797877 
3084990 1928781 3779651 1636914 
2848074 3499506 2184110 .2563556 
2754081 2049033 2713487 3022440 
1089952 2928163 4737534 1878514 
4267579 2882718 4825872 2791526 
4160315 4568760 2258173 1239707 
3783150 2761541' 1197424 3218657 
2011352 2184901 176775~' 4223015 
3379588 3737988 3881724 3368603 
3972967~'3281827 2526931 3871444 
422G475~ 2063050 2685488 ' 4379401 
2216804': 34566~3 .3037724 3439920 
3252664 4556367 3656394 2841868 
3316913 
? . 
~..r 
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En'Loy._The OnlyAfternoon 747 SenSe Nonstop 
Daily At 2p.m. From Vancouver To Toronto. 
No other airline offers you the 
comfort of a 747 flight nonstop from 
Vancouver to Toronto every single 
afternoon. 
But we do. 
We make it easy for you to catch, 
we also give you something else. 
The spirit of thousands of CPAir 
people, the ones you see and the ones 
you don't, who are out to make every- 
thing you want, the way you want it. 
Because we want to be your 
airlino tn Tnronto. 
e're out  to 
r way. 
.~ sp i r i t .  
Call your 
avel agent or us, 
~ve a good.flight. 
CPA/r[4 
~ We have the selection. ~ 
E A million dollar stock of all 
f makes and models, built Ford 
v tough. And they're all specially 
priced for this event. No down payment. 
Bank financing (on approved credit). 
Call collect for a free credit check. 
Pick.ups 4x4's Vans Supercabs Camper Specials 
Also available a large number of used trucks, campers and motor homes. 
Giant savings at a fraction of the replacement costs. 
t , / t J IV l  E-  I JVVV I I  t . /11  I ~  
On purchase, we pay your way. Save your gas or bus, train 
or plane receipts and we pick up the round-trip tab. 
Check our stock of used trucks and vans. 
Br ing  th i s  ad  w i th  you  fo r  spec ia l  cons iderat ion .  
t ) r JNN t~mk:~ Qt  I I - Jn~l .eczr  t l  1 9~ R7~. .~1 R9  
Dealer 
101302A 
i 
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'LOOKING 
FOR A JOB: 
*LOOKING 
FOR HELP? 
• J ,i 
• . • . "  • . 
0 
THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6357.Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
S40.00. Senior Citizens S20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mail outslc~ Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior,to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m, 
Phone 635.6641, (otf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeene Health Unit. For 
more Informotlon phone 635. 
2847 or 635-3823. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
wlll hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzaar on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
|ne Verltas A. H~orium. 
CTF 
CanadlarP Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday at ThorhlJl 
Elementary 5chool 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
1"errace and Thorhlll.. Further 
information call 635-5486. or 635- 
7425. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
• would like to announce the 
oponlng of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. " 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 whoare Interested please call 
635-3061 or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Sept. 27 to OCt. 11 - exhlbltlon of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
A Tea and Bazear will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent Order Of 
Foresters are having a Tea.; & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1-4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular meeflngs-3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Kltlmat Community Arts 
Council - Next Meeting: 
Thursday Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. at Museum', Arts and 
Craft Falr: The 6th Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City Centre Mall. All 
Welcome. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale 'Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(cff-Nov.19) 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to affend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (ctf) 
Terrace Tennis Club is holding 
a meeting October 12, 1977 at 
7:30 p,m. at the Terrace Arena, 
(Senior Citizens Room) all 
members and interrsted parties 
to attend, (p.4.7) 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p,m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30.4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (otf Nov.) 
I. Coming Events 
Kltlmat Toastmistress clul 
meets the second and fourth 
Wednesday of every month 
from 8.10 p.m. In the Nechako 
library. The Toastmistress 
program le really varied to 
meet a wlda range of Interests, 
and no previous experlence II 
needed to loin. If you are In- 
terested In easier convereetlen, 
conducting a good meeting , 
making a speech, or simply 
Improving your communlcatlen 
skills; teaching, training and 
evalutalon are offered In a 
friendly, relaxed atmosphere. 
You are cordlnelly Invited to 
attendany meeting to see how 
the program works. For more 
Information please call 632.6345. 
The next meeflnB Is Oct. 12. 
13. Personal  
Sincere gratitude to all thses 
wonderful people who helped 
me after my accident from the 
Pedersons who sat with • fil l 
the ambulance came, to the 
HospltaJ staff at Mil le 
N~IuKiAI., ~'~t'l=i~,AL~r" ~n-. 
Strangway. Also many thanks 
to everyone who sent floweres, 
gifts and cards and visited me. 
Words can't express how much 
this has speeded my recovery. 
Laurie Gold. 
14. Business Personal 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permll 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 
5876 or.638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. phone 61S-SiTi 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the' 
Iobless. Phone ¢15.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
For Sale: Indian sweaters or 
make to order. Your cholcsof 
pattern and celours. Phone 635. 
4048. (P-7,9,) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E 635.2188 
e 
Authorized 
Sorvlce Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(~f)  
I 
BUSIHESS 
0PFHTUNITIES 
Wewlll Establish you In 
your own 
DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
In the location of your choice, 
Initial Investment $10,000 to! 
$15,000. For more In. 
formatlon wrlte to Box 2043 
Stn. R, Kelowna, B.C. VIX 
41<5. 
I 
Moving??? 
Check Budget's Low 
One-Way truck rates 
throughout western 
canada. 
Call Toll Free 
112.800.663-3478 
Budget rent a truck 
19. Help Wanted 
Experienced married her 
sdman for eight head Holstein 
Herd In B.C. Interior. 
References essential. Write 
Eagle River Farm, R.R. 1 
Slcamous, B.C. V0E 2V0 
Elm Forest Products requires: 
head saw fi ler, applicants 
should be certified filer with 
supervlsory experlence. Thll Is 
a salaried pesltlon. Circular 
SEW filer, experienced saw filer 
requ i red.preferab ly  wi l l  
certification. Pay is union 
scale. Apply in writing to.The 
Manager, Rim Forest Products, 
20 Powell Road, R.R. 1 South 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO. Phone 
842.5266 
33. For Sale -M isc .  
'Repossessed Yamaha orga, 
$1695 or best offer. Phone 635. 
7207. (c-5-9) 
For Sale: Franklin stove with 
grate, screen and 6 inch stove 
pipe. Phone 635.4279. (I)-5-9) 
48. Sui i :  ~or Rent 57. A - t0mobi les :  ' ' .... " . .  60. Tenders . .  . . . 
, , ' • ~ i i " ~ .  . • . ' ; .  ' . .  , ;  • / ' . '  , . . .  . , ,  , . . . .  
,,,, .z . , ,  : i;i:: i ii :::ii:: : en it comes to ,,.:i ! Full basement ,  11/= bathe, I/2 Wagon, Low mi le ige , . i x ' c l l l . e~ ""i .-'. ".:- ' " ~. i ' .  " block f rom schools. 3 rain. walk condit ion; .' $2~00. f i rM,.  : Ph~le' . '  • ." . , "  i "" i" from town. Suitable  " for .&~fll-lSG a f le r6p .m,  get.f)'..: -" ;'. ~,.: ". : . . .  : !::!:l k;ngafter yourself, 
• famil ies.  $250 per month.  6 .. . . ,  :'." . ' . : i . ' :  - , - :  ~ • . . ' ! : : : , '~ ' "  ... :"". . , . : : '"~ : :  : ":.'" . .  
month, lesse. Apply suite118, For: sa'le:... :/. :..'. :" ,: -.:"-~..'! :."...:.;:S'~;~L'EO'~"Ei~b'ERS,~a,I~I :'.,,:.~.. " i:' ".'. ." " . '  ;. : .~ head 
3530 K~plum, (ct,) ~?~3 ,/~.[..deSOP'.l.~'~p;~g']~:.::::in. tartar..'. Paliltlng'.-: l~ l , 'd~¢i '  :: .'.:.,! .: ':',:::. :': : . 'USe  : .VO. I~  • 
. '~": , ' : ""  .~ . , ' .~ .  .-',:,.....,= ./'SlfJthir~;':B.C.;.'tw'-:.~)3".'~lo'rth."..";.',." " -"~. ' , : '  ' ? . . . * ' .  ' ~ . ~  . ' 
__:~ . . . .  ; . .  , : ' . . .  : • ~ ,.' ,Breadway,.S(nlthers,:B.C;'Wlll ." -. ,.-;.::. ' " . . . . . .  I HILLSIDELODGE' /" o~ouo,  a ,=[  ~ '~.,,,. I , - "  . " .  • " ' "  • . . . .  "" , . . . .  
be accepted by the Honourald.e • -. I . .4450 Little Avenue 1,e,yiue;tu; . . . .  . . . .  
|units, centrally located. Full For Sale: 1975 Mercury the Minister, Department of Public Works, care of Foreman • . 
|furnished. Reasonable rates b Monarch 302.V8, 4 door, 37,0001 of Works, 427 Kelth Avenue, 
Nay or week. Non.drinker miles, automatic, P.S. & P.B.,: Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m. 
~, ly .  Phone 635.6611. (ctf) excellent condition. Phone 635.. October 20, 1977. 
9981 after 3 p.m. or ¢1.¢4738 Tendering documents may be 
after 5 p.m., Ask for Reiwant~' obtained from Government TheCanadianmovementfornersonalfitness. . 
I (c-6,M) Agent Office Smlthers, B.C. and 01inton Manor also .viewed at 4827 Kelth ..... 
IFurnlshedor unfurnished studl© For Sale: 1968 Dodge Dart. Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on and 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. Phone635.7216. Bostoffer takes after. October S, 1977. :." • " 
lllSecurlty enterphone.638.1032635.4261 Sauna,. It. *c.6,7,e)1945 GMC S TON, equ l , - -w i th  ' The lowest or any "tender w l l l n o t  , , . _ _  FOR RENT 
power winch. Price SIS00.00. H.J. Morlok - Foreman of 
Bachler apartment down town 19hone 638.1676 (p-3,4,6,0,9) Works 
no pets petorrable a day t ime ," for  ..,.. of .u.,. W.k, ,  OOMMEROIAL  
worker. Parhsley furnished. ParJlament Buildlng.s,.V!dorlar .. 
Phone 635.3725 after 6 '. Fb# Sdle. ~ . . . . .  . : '". • • • 
p.m. (P.7,8,9,10,) 1970 V2 ton Ford pick up 302 In 'British Columbia. 
• .  ,~'unnlng'.c.ditlon. Gno d (c.S-, ,  STORAGE S P A O E  for hunting, Selling cheap; can 
4~. Homes for Sale be viewed in Terrace ca l l  66. Rec. Vehicles 
Collect 633.2421 Ness Camp any 
, , time. (C-7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,!5( 
FOR SALE For Sale: 8' Camper; Sleeps ! . 
bedroom home with com- four, Ice box, Price $800. Phone 00 yOU require exlra 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 58. Mob i le  Homes 635-3150. (p-6,7) 
throughout, Shaw fireplace - l l o rap  |paoe spaoe? 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 For Sale: Mobile Home 12xSg 
Halllwellor phone 635.39~4 after two bedroom fur~lshed, priced 
5S51,500.P.m..fOr(ctf)details'. Priced at 3,5,6,0,9)at ,,800.00 Phon* 638.1,76 (p- M.  Lg., AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
I I  I I I  " -  
~'  For Sale: Mobile Home. Set up Regarding Examlnl'etlon to 
Four bedroom house ,vlth un in  Woudlend Heights Trailer License to Scale Logs 
finished basement on $ acres of Examination tor , cam to "K Heated premises 
land. Across from N.W.C.C; Park. Fully skirted, with Jcey shack. Phone633.5348afterS:0~ scelelogsln the Interior will be 
also work shop 60' x 40" wlde and p.m. (c.3,,1,$,6,7) held In Terrace. The 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile examination will be preceded ~ Replarly patrolled 
from city Limits. For more .. . . . . . . . . . . .  by a scaling course. , 
Information phone Houston 845. 4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway Examlnlation and course will 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Od House trailer. Nice kitchen be held as follows: ~(  Oentrally located 
14) Ilvlngroom area, laundry PLACE lerrace 
--~ hookups service. 7S' fenced lot. DATE OF SCALING COURSE 
37. Pets For Sale: 1 bedroom house at  Furnlshedwlth appliances. For Oct. ,7 - .  Re bl 
4645 Keith Avenue. PriceS2,000. more information phone 635- DATE OF SCALING EXAM asona e rates 
Forsale: Coille Cross pup 2'/= Must be moved before ,16af fe r6  p.m. (c-4,9,14,19,3) Oct. 27, 1977 OALL b ' ~ : 6 ~ 7  
months. Phone 635.5007. (o snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days . . . . . .  The course of mswuotlon is " ~" . . . .  ~" . . . .  ' '~"~" .... 
• available, free of charge, to any . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
5,6,7) or 635-6974 nights. [c-19.9) For Sale: 12x~ 3 bedroom interested person. , ' • ' 1 
Iraller. Good condition. Call The examination must be at- FOR FURTHER 'OET/{IILS 
For Sale: House for Sale: 635.5970 (c.5-14) tended by persons currently 
Welsh Pony 7-0 years old, with 3 bedroom house with wall to' holding an "Appointment of MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
or without saddle and bridle wall carpet-full basement gas 
good chllds horse. 635.6637 after heat close to schools and town 60. Tenders  Acting Scaler". To these people 
the examlnatlon Is free of ask for BILL 
5:00 p.m. or' weekends. )p. Drive by 4921 Park of phone for charge. All other per~ns will 
7,8,9,10,11) 635.7382 or 635.7594 (p. ,-l& DEPARTMENTOFTRAN- be charged an examination fee 
17-19.21-1-3-5-7,9-11) 
39. Boats & Engines SPORT of $25.00. 
CANADIAN COAST GUARD Application forms for the 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular PRINCE RUPERT DISTRICT examlnoflon(F.S.87, 1969) may. 
home. Full basementon 2acres PRINCERUPERT, be obtained from any Ranger FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679 BRITISH COLUMBIA office. They must be completed AUTOVEST LEAS E TO OWN 
3961 (c-sept. Oct) and available for presentation 'Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent.to- 
TENDERS ' • atthe examln~tlm. Candidates own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
• are required to qual i fy your rash or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent and 
55. Proper ty  for  Sale Sealed tenders, addressed to Citizenship by presentation of drive away. 
the undersigned and marked birth or naturalization cer- EXAMPLES 
"Construction of Helicopter flflcate 
For Sale: Landing Pad - Meseat, B.C." A.C.MacPherson ~/I 'F-250 '76 Van '78 
7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,) 60 acres exclusive rural will be received upto 3:00 p.m., . DISTRICTFORSTER. ' " Eceeollne V~ ton 
property. 50 acres cleared and October" 267:1977. " • " ' - .'..':.. " ".". Sl49 liar me.. • . . , $134 per me. S126 per me. 
43. Rooms for  Rent producing legume hay. ' " '" ' " " "  '" • ': . . . . . . . .  
Remalnde~cclenss tLmbe[l:~l: ' con'n'~s~r~cct~onCt~fl, n ...,., . . :  . : . . : ' . :  ' . ' . . .  : ! .  :" ."16 Cougar . '70 Camaro fT, Zephyr 
Room for rent for slngle gen- areas. _ .Y P hellcopter pad.and reli~ted " . . • .. ..... ' . " . "  . . .  ' ". "' ;.'. ' All New 
tlmen In the bench area. Wlth roao,yeer rounD- creex; power 'facilities : . . . . . . .  . . . . . . : .  . ... : . , , . . . .  . .. .': ' $157 par: m~. $139 per mo, s~m; nmr me' 
kitchen and l iving roan ~nd~/~:hr°n;~:abllr:::;~n0~•doSPu~le~f~,mtl:y~.~n~ai~' HEW!NTOWH? '. t; ";' i.. i i:.;". '¢'ALL LARRY HAYES-RICHARDS COLLECT 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF ' view of all mountain rangers. ap-ilcatlod 1O the ufiderslghad,: ! ' : '  " :  : ' .  " ' . ' '  ' " : ' . "  ':. ." : : i"; ,  : "  . 987-7111 
47. H o r n ~  Located m.ldsWmaYherbetw~e.n at~nadle. Coast G,ardOaSe/ I ::-Lrr ~ PUT : :* i : .  : :' ; " "::' : ' "  : :  BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
Mousmn anD T • " Seal Covei Prince RiJpe'rt, B.C. i .... ' " :*i':: ~ : '." "i ' . : ' i ..... 1160MARINE DRIVE 
celle.n..t fOrr:el~hSUS~.~?(  fh;mbb, VOJ 3R1 Ul~h ths:l'eCeiPt of :a . .  ;0U T THE MAT , : .  : : NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
3 Bedroom house on Lazelle. orrlalng_ . . .B  C V0J 2X0 certified' Cheque: f0r  $2S.0{' I COD Villi ! ' : : . '  • • 
References required. Phone uox ~ /elKWa, ' " payaale to :the Receiver : . . . .  ,u , . ,u , .  I 
635.2898. (C-7,9,) ~ General of Canada..' Plans and'. | . . . .  : ~;.~,~i~i~.~, 
For Rent: 56 Business Onnor tun i t  v " SpeclflcatlOns areon" dlsplay:of i . ' . :  . . ,~ i~ i l~-w~'~ . : :  WANTED 
Large 3 bedroom duplex In . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  • the Prince Rupert Constl;uctlen | ~.. .  ~ E  W/ I~ 
Woodlands Height. $250.0( Association office. The lowest I "~ . . . .  
month. Phone 63S.7251 fil l 4:30, Priced for Quick Salel or any tender may.not be ac;. ! :~', ~ . < ~ ! " ~  " 
63S-2627 after 6:00 p.m. ask for TEXA'DA Island Automotlve cepted. | . . ,~ '~d[~- . '~ .~, ' "  
Bob. (C.7,8,9( Service business and proerty . , i ,~k.~3~...~v~ Ambitious boys or gnris To clo carrier 
$75,0001 Princeton area; 158 , H.R. Ashworth . | J~ J~. ; '~ '~:~ routes. 
48. Suites for Rent ~9~h:~t.r~k,~;bl~0~0.1a~l~ D ls t r : :~~nE. . i !  I ~ 
,.-,,,-.,-,..,...." Good experience and earnings for the 
., Prelect PR 01 ' , . ' ' . 
CEDAR PLACE T (c.6,7) : : , r ight persons. 
APARTMENTS 57. Automobiles , 
' I I 
4931 Walsh Avenue I O " " .... ' ' , :. " : " Phone Mr, Loisolle 636-6367 
Suite113 For Sale: 4x4 1965 Jeep .' : | | LOOKH 
Terrace, B.C. wagoneer, 327 V8 standard, 
635-7056 P.S., P.B., new exhaust, tires, " "  "".: . : " ' : "  :. ~ ':;.. .~ ....'..:.. . ... . .... ~.. : : . . . . . . . .  :. 
Ior~leWrent.l' 2 Frldge,and 3 bedrOOmstove, drapes,SUites askingbraked'S1500.00good runnlngphoneCendltlon,624.9858 AS low as: $200.00:;yo, ca. b.y ~. 14! w.d* :~,:: The Tonaee  Hera ld  
:arpet, recares, sauna and pool #rlnce Rupert. (p.5,6,9,10,14) 
mobile home, filr,iii~i~l!/.li~:'Ui; ' and deil .Vel~Id,:: .'. ::"..';:; : i" fable, wlth securlty en. 
lerpehone and elevator. Ab. 
lolutely no pots. 1975 Transam 400 cu. In. P.S., Y :;: :: Do It Now 
[~f) P,B., 4 speed. Excellent con. HU'R .R:  I :  ::.":::".".~:.'.':.:::i::..:.:: !: :, ::: ;, 
, dltlon. Phone635.4478 after 6 " "  " : ' " :  .... I
~EYSTONECOURT p.m. (p.,.9) Phone Mr.  Geb~g'eicol:: iect ~4:i9175:.:i .' 
" "'" " ' " ' " "  : "":"'"":':" '":' " '  "' " ""i'::' " ' !y  :":" ' : I '  APARTMENTS For Sale: 1973 GMC I/2 ton 4x4. , L 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One, Needs some work, call 635.5605 '11'1 II " ' T ' ' ; ; " " '  ' '. 
ments.tW° and threeLaundrylO~lroom& St regePart" after $ p.m. (o4-14) : ~ : . ~ . / . . v _ . . - - .  *m ..... heets 
srea. Near schools end ~'~d ~ and ix~e~n~ Includina~ 
downtown. Clean, quiet 76HONDACIVIC~' ~ KODAK WESTINGHOUSE 2~ ff x W .... 
Ipaclous, security IocK-t~o end "HATcHBACK" ~/ BURGESS KEYSTONE • 
mtrol. POLAROID HOLSTON ALBUMS. 
Featuring: Low mlleage,.AM- ..Purdmeolnwd l 0nly. Mnlmumwrclmelrm."'--"''" ,13 sheeh only.. 3 75 
635.$224 FM, In dash stereo, tape deck, "~rwAng Idlllm cMIIr ~ ind~l  ~ ' ,  :~ ]~ : " 
radlal fires, clock, roof rack, Call Mr. Green COLL~=CT (614) 221.1755 .. mm~*: : , innu  . I B ~ I / I  
:ctf) console, many other options. ' 
Get economy with good gas orw~,~ INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SUPPLY , IR  UAiLW N NALU 
2 bedroom suite. Available mlleagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 114 N. Thirl~ St, . , 3212 Kalum St, Terraoe * 
October I, 1977. Centrally ,o.m. (02.9) Columbus, Ohio 43215 , . . . . .  , ,  
located. Phone 635.9471 (ctf) ; . / /  .. 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50c MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.4-20) 
BIRCH F IRE  WOOD FOR 
SALE: 
• Delivered Terrace area. 
16" - $60 a cord. 
24" - $30 a cord. 
Delivered in Kit lmat $10 
more. 
Let phone ring 635-3683. 
(p5,6,7) 
For Sale: ChiNs skates, size 6, 
boys size 12. Phone 635.5007. (c- 
5,6,7) 
"For Sale: Birch fireplace wood, 
=all 635.3958. (p.3.7) 
For Sale: 
3.15" Ford P.U. Tires and Rims 
$75.00. Phone 635.7251 ask for 
Bob. (C.7,8,9) 
SWAN VENTURES LTD. offers 
fabulous savings for Chrlstmasl 
Mlnln.Vac-Strudy one hanc 
operation for car or clothes only 
$4.75. Automatic phone Idex- 
pesh button style,only $3.75. 
Genuine cultured pearl 
earrings, t i f fany setting. 
Plereced style, 14 K. Gold Post, 
only $14.50. Send cheque or 
money order plus B.C. sales tax 
to:SwN Ventures Ltd., Box 
33777, Station 'O', VAN. 
COUVER, B.C. V6J 4L6. 
For Sale: 
• 1973 2# Fiberform cabin 
cruiser. C.B. depth sounder, 
compass, 2 heaters life iackets, 
Stove sleeps six all white with 
red interior. Aslo Included 1976 
Tendum Trailer can be viewed 
In Terrace-Call collect 633.2421 
Nsss Camp any time (C- 
" . : .  
On the lighter side 
Cat f i sh  byRog Hints f [0m He,0is  lloroscopee.   Bones Your Individual 
• Helo ,se  ~-~" / ,  
, Frances Drake 
DEAR FOLKS: new" pair of scissors! -- Paul 
We all seem to know that we E. Smith FOR WEDNESDAY, One or the other, ,uld try to 
have to dean our gas cooking . . , "muscle in" on one )f your pet 
at one time or another. My hint, which my husband SCORPIO ~ 
But do we clean it right? taught me, will save lots of (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 
(Especially when we get to the worry. ARIES One of these days hena snap 
decision tm sur- gas burner itself.) When closing your nail polish (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ~4~ could out 
Turn your burners on full bottle or glue, etc. giveit wo or introduce a new note -- prisingly well. Yo~ ordinarily 
blast and look at the flame! Islt three turns around (just till it perhaps a new approach -- to deliberate careh, ly in all 
unfform? Are any of the fiames stops--netthat"extratwiat"), give more spark to day's doing, situation, butright' ~wahanch 
_ _  higher than the others? Are and it will never stick; Output will improve sub- will pay off. 
some smaller when you turn the therefore, will open easily next stantially. SAGITrARIUS ~t~ Bonar s Ark by gas an medium? thne. J . t  try lt! --  Claudine TAURUS ~:~ (Nov. 23toDec. 21 
9 Addison " If so, turn the gas off, and Monroe (Apr. 21 to May 21) Accentisnowont wel.Atrip 
when the burners are cool, . . , Look well into proposed taken in connect~ n with a 
• - remove them from your stove DEAR HELOISE: suggestions, or you may find financial matter co ld have an 
Hagar the Horrible by Dik Browne 
I.O£,T- ~low you PI.J  P tl L R°TT'=N/  J 
L  ZtW i '  - " " 
(bet It's been a long time since 
you've done anything like that, 
eh?) and let's get 'era going 
correctly. 
~L~t, they must be scrubbed 
and cieuned good. Then use a 
toothpick (I use the iceplek 
wbem atoothpick is too thin) and 
push it in each little hole. Tide 
will dean out the bur~ed food 
stoff that has belled over and 
"cooked" into the h01e Itself. 
YOU are going to have a 
mighty big surprise... 
Let dry thoroughly. (If you 
have a dishwasher, run the 
whole kaboodle through the 
entire cycle.) I find it dries 
better that way and also gets 
more gook off. 
Replace the "plats" and turn 
on burners again. Test at both 
full blast and on medium, and 
then simmer. Your burner 
should work as if it were a new 
stove. 
If you see any flames not 
working properly, use that 
ieepick once again, 
The burner will not have to be 
removed to do this, but Heaven- 
help-a-duck be sure to turn off 
the flame before sticking your 
hand in It. But th~n we've all 
been burned once before and 
lmow how to keep our hands out 
of flames. Eh, what? love --  
For all d us who wear rubber 
gloves for washing dishes: 
before putting on gloves, apply 
a generous portion of hand 
lotion (even petroleum Jelly), 
then wash dishes. 
The beat from the dishwater 
opens your pores and you ab- 
sorb all the lotion. Quick and 
easy way to soften dry hands. -- 
Debbie 
DEAR HELOISE: 
After years d cooking for a 
family, now that I'm Uving 
alone, cooking for one became a 
problem. 
I used to freeze leftovers in 
'IV dinner trays for future 
meals. Now I just grease the 
t~ay compartments with 
margarine, add a chop, =~rmll 
steak or piece of chicken, 
canned frozen or fresh potatoes 
and choice of vegetables, 
season and dot with margarine. 
I have already set my little 
toaster-broiler oven to 425 
degrees, so plop my dinner in 
and sit and unwind with a cup of 
coffee while catching the 
newscast on TV. 
Depending on entree, it is 
usually ready in 30 to 45 minutes 
(no turning or basting 
necessary). If I think the 
vegetables might overbrown or 
dry out, I out another tray into 
yourself involved where you 
least desire it. Some definite 
"no" answers will be required. 
GEMINI I ~  
(May 22 to June 21) 
Avoid tendencies toward 
restlessness and unruliness. 
Note warning signals. Many 
errors and misguided moves 
can thus be averted. Shun ex. 
iremes. CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Go after the big gains, but do 
not expect o have.thlngs your 
way all along the llne. Be 
prepared for some opposition 
and you can meet it more 
easily. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Not much planetary help 
here. How the day turns out will 
be largely up to yourself. Use 
your wits to project the el- 
fectlve and eliminate the 
mediocre. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Agood day for considering 
future projects; also for 
developing helpful contacts. 
Just one admonition: Don't let 
emotions influence your 
decisions. 
(Sept. 2~ to Oct` 23) 
Some unpred ic tab le  
especially fortuna! outcome. 
CAPRICORN I ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 
If yod maneuv( skillfully 
enough, you can ;ain some 
advantageous fringe benefits in 
a business negotiat m. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19: 
Some disturhenc in career 
matters could cau~ you to be 
unnecessarily abrul with loved 
ones. Don't let the happen or 
you will regret it 1~ ~r. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. ~.( 
In f luences ; )mewhat  
misleading. Watch ,ut for any 
attempt to break o, default on 
contracts, other ~ ;rsements. 
YOU BORN T DAY are 
unusually •dept me tally, have. 
the ability to ov, "come dif- 
ficulties with seemi: ~ ease and, 
in all situations, c( ,w through 
with flying col rs. Your 
courage, fair-mind dnoss and 
artistic abilities are out- 
standing. Because oi their fine 
sense of balance, percoptio~ 
and general undez tendi~ ol 
"rightness," Lib. zns make 
excellent judges and ar 
hltrators; could a~ succeed a/ 
physicians, pain~ :, writers, 
musicians or er. ertainers. 
Birthdate of: Geor[ ~ W. Cable, 
The Wizard of Id . i ons  and invert  over the -as~)dateaneedwateh ingnow.  Amer.  novelist. 
. by Brat p ker and Johnny hart l~tO*M HIM corresponding bottom section 
• r~AR~IE'I:OI.~., with a tablespoon or two .of. 
"~ I~:  CU~I'T ~ '~A; : '  =::':: ;i, ,,, :.:: : 'i~i:~ "~' '~WHY'~:~ 11"*"~$~"' ; ~ ~ f "  ' " :  '" '" ;' =" "?"~': '"::'" > ''~ ANY'~I~.': ' " '  : - "~ " '": ~ l  :" ='~'s0meb0-'ugh.'t='ayears ago;'W ofonly toSCiss°rShave li*¢[~=t-ad~-d"" " ~ " " . ,u=, = m ~, ~=¥ o."**~" .~n=" "'=_[ _~...~_.._ 
• ~=, ,,,,,~a ,,,,,,~===d and tins m simple as well u,, 
I rAKeS YOU (,O ~ "~ ~C, I / ...iT ONLY" I i ~ A ~ iN "~mVl I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "--' -' t. . . . . .  ,t.= dish ~k~,  0ks ot,.=~, wae Hoht ,mod it nuut t t0nm.  ===3 v .  ~.=~ " 
,,,,~- -,- ~.- . . . . . .  e ........ v k d serve / ~<~ I . -  • \ ~ ,  a .~-~.  J I _ , , . . . ,  =ta~ w~g,  ~o. I coo an J( . . . . . . . . . . .  in the same tray and they are ~,  ~- -~ . , -  =taeomerusy,go, m,m¢- reusame . . . . . .  u n - / to put a ceaple of su r '.--. : '. • 
" ' " ~ " - -g ' . . , , . .  it, ;,~ H.~*. . , ,~I  problem write ,o Helolse In care o# 1hi, 
~J~atu~ u,~ o~,=,~- ~ =St=.v -~-~,  newspaper. Because of the tremen. 
to where the scissors out the dousvolumeofmalI. Helolselsunat)le 
. . . . . . . . . .  n" them to before to answer individual letlors. She wilh 
putting on the glue. A "Like- column whenever possible, 
.',. .~m0~==.  l~ , /~ ' t~ ! O 19"/' King FeatuRs Syndicate. |he. By Abigail Van Buren : 
© 1911 by The Chicago Tdloune.N.Y.Nows Synd, Inc. Doonesbury by Garry: Trudeau DEAR ABBY: We recantly had my mother.i~ law over for dinner. Afterwards he decided to show me h w to give 
• Virgil (my husband) a back rub because he'd b~ n having 
:' some back problems. Ill ~ ~ , ~  object,I reallYi didn't.wasn't i  favor of it, but since Vi~ ,,il didn't 
if9 ~ . She ordered him to undress and lie face down ( ~ the bed 
' ./M~T? f f~ / /~ I~/NY5 with only a sheet over him. Then she massage, his neck ' 
' 70 PRFRq~ 4 gD and shoulders, and worked her way down his b~ :k. When 
: 70 ~ A ~5~qBT/? she got to his lower back she removed the ~ ~eet and 
started kneading his bare backsidel That's wh u I left. 
• She yeUed, "You can stay. Nothing is showb g," but I 
didn't return until I knew the massage was over. Vhen she 
•sked why I left, I told her I didn't think it was ~roper to 
watch while a 60.year-old woman gave her 40-ye r~ld son 
M a r s h  W o r l d  a massago with no sheet on him. She inaisted t .are was 
- -  nothing wrong with it. Meanwhile Virgil didn't open his 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) mouth, but after she left he said maybe he sh, dd have 
stopped her. 
TRAPP ING DUCKS FOR BANDING.-- Banding of Now Virgil's mother is "terribly hurt" becaus I didn't 
waterfowl by DUCKS UNLIMITED and other etay for 'the demonstration. (She is not a Dr, .~essional 
B.C' by johnny hart 
". :; J/  I To ~r ,  ~l~ ~aTc.H . . )  /~  
. . . .  :,:: . :. _ 4,, I' 
, . /O,1~ | 
The Amazing Spider-man 
I . agenoes provide valuable information on the 
movement of waterfowl to end from their winter- 
ing and breeding grounds. A duck banding trap 
usually consists of a large box-like structure 
'rhade of welded steel pipe and chicken wire 
l'~esh. The trap is placed in shallow water end 
baited with corn or barley. Ducks attracted by  
_.the bait enter the trap through "one.way" wire 
mesh funnels. The traps are visited twice or 
--more a day by banding personnel who band 
and. release the trapped birds. 
t~ q. v6 
masseuse or therapist-she's just a mother.) Wt 
opinion of this whole episode? 
VIRGIl 
DEAR WIFE: Vbgil's mother probably meanl 
she shouldn't have gotten down to the bare hulc 
told both her and your husband what you thou~ 
"demonstration," you should now forget it. 
DEAR ABBY: My mother and I disagree on 
we hope you can settle for us. 
I am • beautician and own my own shop. M.~ 
insists on paying me when I do her hair--in fact, 
forces a tip on me. 
~t's your 
S WIFE  
well but : 
Having 
,t of the 
nething . 
mother :: 
he even 
• • •  
The illness 
you'll never see 
coming. Get in 
Fitness is fun. sha pe ~ and 
Trysome. don't give the 
~ 1  enemy a big 
, target, 
/~R1r/Ol~O/Ofl © 
I feel that she shouldn't unless she is t king an 
appointment I could hay? ay me filled. We would [ :e your 
opinion. 
PROFES IONAL  ": 
DEAR PRO: I would not accept money from m:. mother 
for a personal service. "Force" it back on her- t ip  i duded. ' 
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For e personal : 
reply, wri~ to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Ca f. 90069. : 
Enclose stamped, self-addressed nvelope, please 
T 
' ~" / .  ~ <" "~/~ ~ sva . . ,~  ,~.e, .1 
k l l  A ' i  ,~ N~\ \ "T  IM~ Z~IVE"~" IYoU ° .NeVeRI 
UpS . r  G/VE c~, " r  
/ :  
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Awards break tradition 
Grand old men get prizes in physics, chemistry 
STOCKHOLM AP-A 78- 
year-old Amrican known as 
the "father of modern 
magnetism" and his former 
student at Ha/-vard 
University shared the Nobel 
Prize .for pybsics Tuesday 
with a Briton. A Soviet-born 
Belgian was awarded the 
prize for chemistry. 
The Swedish Academy 
gave 1977 Nobel awards to 
John Van Vleck, 78, of 
Harvard, Phillip Anderson, 
55, of Princeton University 
and Bell Laboratories, Sir 
Nevill Mutt, 72, of England's 
Cavenidsh Laboratories, 
and Ilya Prigogine, 60, of the 
Free UNIVERSITY OF 
Brussels. 
The physicists, who will 
divide the $145,000 prize, 
were cited for research on 
the electronic structure of 
magnetic and "disordered" 
systems-worl already ap- 
plied to development of the 
laser, new idustrial uses of 
glass and copper spirals for 
birth-control devices. 
Prigoginw won the $145,00 
chemistry prize for ex- 
panding thermodynamic 
theory-which deals with 
transforming heat into 
energy-to explain how order 
can exist within seemingly- 
disoredered environmental 
systems. An academy 
member said the Belgian's 
research may have a 
bearing on the development 
of solar energy. 
The academy continued a
trend of awarding the 
physics I~rize to two or more 
researchers and the 
chemistry prize to an in- 
dividual. Last year's eh 
winner was William Lip- 
scomb of HARVARD. 
Announcement of the 
physics prize was delayed 
by a three-hour debate over 
which of three groups of 
candidates on a secret list 
would get it. 
Van Vleck dnd Anderson 
were the 43rd and 44th 
Americans .to win the 
physics prize, shared last 
year by BURTON Richter 
and Samuel TOng when 
Americans swept all five 
Nobel prizes given. 
Van Vleck said in Cam- 
bridge, Mass., that the 
award was a "Complete 
surprize. So oftern -rizes go 
to younger men. Anybody 
couldn't help feeling that it 
is a cumination when you're 
78 years old." 
The academy said van 
Vleck was the first to point 
out the importance of 
electron correlation-the 
interaction between the 
motions of the electrons. 
It said that as Van Vleck's 
student at Harvard 
developed this concept to 
explain how magnetic 
"moments" can occur in 
, metals such as copper and 
silver, which in pure form 
are not magnetic. 
Anderson said at his home 
in New Vernon, N.JJ., that it 
was a privilege t share the 
Nobel Prize with two 
"already great historical 
figures." 
The academy said Mutt 
and Anderson worked 
separately to contribute to 
knowledge about 
disoredei~! systems. These 
systmes exist within ,non- 
crystailic" materials which 
have irregular atomic 
struetures-a quality making 
it hard to treat them ti~ 
oretically. 
Mutt, celebrating over 
beer at a restaurant in 
Marburg, West Germany, 
said: "This is a great honor 
because y,ou ar not just 
awarded by a commlttein 
Stockholm 
-it is the result of the con- 
sidered opinion of scien- 
cetist all over the world who 
• you are worth it." 
The academy deliberated 
5 minutes before an- 
nouncing the chemistry 
prize. It cited Preigogine's 
development of a theory of 
"dissipative structures." 
Prlgogine who. 
emeigrated to Belguim 
when he  was  12 years  old, 
said in Brussels: "I am 
very happy to get it but I am 
also a little surprised there 
are  many • top research 
people. 
'The prizes were the third 
and fourth Nobel awards 
given for 1977. The 
Uterature pr i ze  ' was  
awarded last Thursday to 
Spanis~ poet _ Vicente 
Aleixandre and the peace 
prize Monday to Amnesty 
International. At the same 
time, Bet~ Williams and 
bialread Corrigan, 
pacificists in Northern 
Ireland, were given the 1976 
'peace prize belatedly. 
Prizes will be given for 
medicine on Thursday and 
economics on Friday. 
They were established 
under the will of Swedish 
chemist Alfred Nobel, the 
inventor of dynamite. 
America-Russia war 
inevitable savs China 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) - -  
Chinese leaders have 
concluded that a war bet- 
wean the United States and 
Russia is so likely that 
China must base its own 
national policy on that 
Pchiremise, ays a British-born 
na expert. 
Felix Greene has just re- 
turned from a visit to 
Shanghai, Peking and 
Hangchou. 
Greene said Monday his 
latest visit focused on those 
cities because they were the 
centers of support for, and 
resistance to, the 
discredited "Gang of Four," 
which includes Chiang 
Ching, widow of Mao Tse 
Tung. 
The Chinese have decided 
U.S.-soviet conflict is inevi- 
table, Greene said, because 
of the intensifying military 
Arms concessions 
made by powers 
rivalry between the two 
superpowers. 
"History shows that arms 
races end in  conflict," 
Greene said. "A witches 
brew is developing because 
of the rivalry over raw 
materials -- primarily oil, 
which is the life blood of big 
industrial nations." 
In response to the threat 
they perceive, the Chinese 
plan to increase their 
weaponry, he said. 
DEFENSlVE WEAPONS 
"It (Chinese weaponry) is
wholly defensive," he said. 
"They have no long-range 
bombers. Only a fighter 
defense force. There zs no 
big ocean fleet, just coastal 
defense vessels. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
Times says the United 
States lind the Soviet Union 
have made substantial 
concessions in an effort to 
achieve an agreement on 
strategic-arms limitation by 
Canada 
deplores 
death 
WASHINGTON (CP) -  
U.S. firms probably will 
receive only a small share of 
contracts for the Canadian 
portion of the northern 
natural-gas pipeline, a U.S. 
Senate committee was told 
Tuesday. 
Robert Blair, president of 
Foothills Pipe Line (Yukon) 
Ltd., testified that com- 
panies building the 
anadian portion of the line 
"will endeavor to purchase 
goods, materials, equip- 
ment and supplies from 
domest ic  (Canadian)  
suppliers." 
the end of the year. 
President Carter an- 
nounced earlier this month, 
after talks with Soviet 
Foreign Minister Andrei 
Gromyko, that an arms pact 
was "in sight." He did not 
elaborate. 
In a dispatch from 
Washington, The Times 
says that the U ~  ~ 
will soften iW ~lmlW 
curbs on deployment of 
large Soviet missiles, and 
Moscow will be less 
adamant about limiting the 
number of air-launched 
Cruise missiles aboard U.S. 
bombers. 
Officials say the still- 
tentative agreement will 
resemble the socalled three- 
tier arrangement outlined 
by U.S. State Secretary 
Cyrus .I--PN( !N Geneva in 
May. 
CALLS FOR TREATY 
That arrangement called 
for an eight-year t eaty that 
would limit the number of 
ballistic missiles and long- 
range bombers, with 
another ceiling on the 
number of multiple warhead 
missiles that each country 
could have. 
"But to make the army 
more "sophisticated they 
need a higher degree of 
industrial capacity," said 
Greene. 
Chinese ducation isbeing 
modified to allow the 
brightest children to go 
directly to college after high 
school to prepare to harness 
their special skills in in- 
dustry and defense, he 
explained. 
Prev ious ly ,  Chinese 
children have been required 
to spend two years on a farm 
or m a factory right after 
high school. 
Greene said China plans 
to remain eutral in any war 
between the United States 
and the Soviet Union. 
The now-deposed "Gang 
of Four" created a climate 
of fear throughout China 
similar to the intimidation 
and paranoia that prevailed 
in America during the 
McCarthy era, he said. Its 
members remain under 
house arrest. 
"The greatest error of the 
'Gang of Four' was trying to 
limit the popular outburst of 
grief when Chou En Lai 
died," says Greene. 
Spider webs 
invade city 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  - -  As San Francisco Bay area 
residents gaped skyward Tuesday at massive white webs 
floating above them, experts dismissed the ~henomenon as 
I an eons-old ritual performed annually by millions of young 
[ spiders. 
[ The mysterious substance, spotted in blobs as large as 20 
[ feet long and several feet wide, appeared in the clear blue 
I skies and draped itself over cars, homes, trees and people. 
I Pilots landing at San Jose Airport said their crafts caught 
parts of the webs at 4,000 feet. [ 
Startle), Bailey, a retired University of California en-[ 
tomologmt, saidthat while the webs are not unusual in[ 
central California, even he was surprised by the hundreds[ 
spotted along the Pacific Coast. He said they portend a.] 
population boom among spiders. [ 
SPIDERS TRAVEL BY AIR [ 
Lennie Vincent, a graduate ntomologist pecializing in
spiders at the University of California in Berkeley, said the 
huge webs are made up of millions of smaller ones woven by 
spiders o they can use the wind to migrate. 
Vincent said the phenomenon is called ballooning and is a 
migratory technique common to almost all families of 
spiders. 
When young spiders crawl out of their eg.g c~es, they, 
climb up on a blade of grass or a twig, wnere me wine 
slowly pulls the silky web material from their abdomens, he 
said. E-ventuslly, the wind wafts the strands up, taking the 
spiders along, Vincent said. 
Spiders don't produce 20-footlong webs, he said. Instead 
millions of smaller strands get tangled in mid-air. 
Canadian .contractors to... 
benefit from gas pipeline 
UI~ITED NATIONS (CP) South African government 
- -  Canada deplored the to stop abusing political 
death of black moderate~ prisoners. 
leader Steven Bike in a Canadian delegate- 
South African prison last William McGregor told the 
month and has urged the UN special committee 
Alaska spill 
being checked 
FAIRBANKS, Alaska 68A, near Washington Creek 
• (AP)-- The Alaska on the Eillott Highway. 
.Department '~Trge Malz, director of 
vironmental the Fairbanks En- 
of En- 
Conservation 
said Tuesday it is checking 
reports of an oil spill on the 
transAlaska pipeline, about 
32 kilometres north of here. 
An employee of the 
department's Fairbanks 
office said the spill had been 
reported to the agency by 
the Alyeaka Pipeline Ser- 
vice Co. Tuesday morning. 
She said the spill was on 
an underground section of 
the pipeline at check valve 
vironmental Center, said, 
however, the spill covered 
an • area o f  about 1,600 
square  feet:  
He said the oil was spotted 
last week and was reported 
to Alyeska at that time. 
He said the person who 
first netiged it --  whom he 
declined to name -- went to 
the area again Tuesday 
morning and-reported the 
area soaked by oil had in- 
creased. 
In Arctic 
Spill clean-up take decades 
northern marine envi- 
ronment sponsored by the 
Bedford Institute of 
Oceanography. 
His team placed con- 
tainers of Prudhoe Bay 
crude oil in the water, on the 
ice, under the ice and on the 
bottom of the bay to 
determine how long each 
would take to break down. 
After two months, there 
was a significant 
degradation, especially on 
oven water, but after that 
the rate for all saml~l~ 
slowed to almost nommg. 
The oil's chemical com- 
position .also changed little 
even after two years, he 
said. 
The team's conclusion 
that it would take decades 
for the oil to dissipate is 
supported by  studies of an 
inland spill on_ the tun~a, 
Dr. Arias said in an m- 
• terview. The spill occurred 
10 years ago but. 
hydrocarbons till are 
present in the area. 
By TOM MeDOUGALL 
HALIFAX (CP) --If there 
is ever an oil spill in the 
Arctic it will take decades 
for it to break down, the 
head of a U.S. research 
team on Arctic pollution 
said Tuesday. 
Dr. R.M. Atlas of the 
University of Louisville 
who has been leading a 
study on potential Arctic 
pollution for the U.S. gov- 
ernment for the last four 
years, was addressing a 
seminar on oil spills in 
Senator Ted ~tevens 
(Rep. Alaska) noted that the 
agreement on principles for 
construction of the $10- 
billion pipeline, signed by 
Canada and the U.S., says 
goods and services should 
be supplied on "generally 
compehtive t rms." But the 
National Energy Board of 
Canada has recommended 
that 80 per cent of the 
material and work for the 
Canadian section of the line 
be supplied by Canadians. 
Blair said he inteiprets 
the agreement tomean that 
U.S. firms will compete for 
contracts mainly on the U.S. 
portion of the line while 
Canadians will compete for 
the Canadian section. 
He said he believes that 
present expansion in the 
Canadian steel industry will 
result in the capacity to 
produce all the steel needed 
for the section of the 
pipeline through the Yukon. 
PROVIDE STEEL 
Under the compromise 
worked out earlier this 
month, the United States in 
effect agreed that the Soviet 
Union could modernize its 
force of about 300 heavy 
missiles, The Times says. 
In return, the Russians 
agreed to demand only tem- 
porary limits on the range of 
the Cruise missile, the chief 
instrument of an effective 
U.S. bomber force. 
These concessions would 
be part of a more complex 
agreement limiting th~ 
over-all number of missiles 
and bombers until 1985, says 
the newspaper. 
Since the United States 
now deploys about 2,100 
missiles and bombers, the 
new agreement's ceilin~ 
would have no appreciable 
effect, but the Russians 
would have to reduce their 
forces by about 300. This 
reduction would be needed 
because under the terms of 
the first accord, signed in 
1972, the Russians were 
allowed a larger number of 
Possession test 
Booze worse than pot--expert 
EVERETT, Wash. (AP)-- of Washington psychology mari juana suppresses 
Marijuana is far less professor, was the first aggression and )ead~ to 
dangerous to health than witness Monday in the trial passive or withdrawn 
alcohol is, a psychology of Jim Smith, an Everett behavior," Marlatt said. 
expert has testified in a trial construction worker who Because of delays by the 
expected to test the con- claims pot smoking helped prosecution, the case is 
stltutionality of cure him of alcoholism, coming to trial nearly a year 
Washington's laws against "Itis absolutely clear that after four Snohomish 
marijuana possession, a lcoho l  fac i l | ta tes  County sheriff's deputies 
Alan Marlatt, University aggressive behavior, while confiscated a pound of-what 
To heal unemployment 
Immigrant limits down 
WOODBRIDGE, Ont. 
(CP) - -  Bud Culien, federal 
minister of immigration and 
employment, says the flow 
of immigrants to Canada 
will be restricted in future 
because of high unem- 
ployement in the counWy. 
Cullen's reamrks were 
missiles, contained in a speech 
The troubledU.S, steel in- prepared for delivery to 
Italian-Canadians at a 
said the number of persons 
who would like to settle in 
Canada "will exceed our 
ability to accept hem." 
He •said the-reduction i
immigration will be ac- 
compl i shed  through 
legislation passed earlier 
th|s year, linking immigra- 
tion to economic onditions. 
"We will continue to 
welcome immigrants as in 
the past," the text said. 
"But under the new law, the 
number we admit will be 
more carefully planned in 
line with the needs and 
capacity of our country." 
He said the new act has 
made provision for ac- 
ceptance on compassionate 
grounds for displaced or 
persecuted persons. 
• they said was marijuana in 
a three-hour search of 
Smith's home. 
Smith testified Monday 
that the marijuana was 
from plants he. had grown 
"because I didn't want 
people who deal in drugs. 
ar0una my family." 
"I am guilty of l~osseasing 
marijuana, but I'm guilty of 
no damned crime," ha said. 
Smith's attorney, Tim 
Ford, told the court it was 
being asked to convict Smith 
of a felony "for something 
that does no harm to him or 
anyone lse." 
"We will show that 
marijuana is less harmful 
than (legal) substances with 
properties that ruin people's 
lives," Ford said. 
Both prosecution and 
defence agree the issue 
probably ~ have to be 
decided by the state 
Supreme Court, 
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dustry, plagued by declining 
orders and layoffs, likely ~ II ~ -~ convention Saturday of the 
will provide steel only for Fogolars Federation of 
the U.S. section of the Canada. The speech was not 
pipeline, he added in an delivered. 
interview later. The Canadian Press erro- 
Blair told the hearing that neously reported Monday 
the total costs of high that Cullen had delivered 
Canadian content in the the speech. 
project "will not compare An aide to Cullen said.the 
unfavorably" with U.S. speech was not delivered 
costs, because when the minister 
arrived everyone was 
Much of the money for the having a good time and 
Canadian portion of the line, 
however, will come from the "Mr. Cullen felt that his 
U.S., he said. He explained Italian hosts didn't want to 
in an interview that spun- hear a long speech, so he 
sors hope to raise $1.8 billion ' t ditched it and spoke very 
in Canada and the lightly." 
remaining $2 billion needed watching ~Lamp Unto 
for the Canadian section will My Feet.' " In the prepared text that 
come from the U.S. was not delivered, Cuilen 
agains[ apartheid on 
Tuesday that the cir- 
cumstances of Biko's death 
remain "unexplained and 
increasingly suspicious." 
Biko died Sept. 12 alter 26 
days of detention. The South 
African government, which 
has not released a complete 
autopsy report, said Biko's 
death was the result of a 
hunger strike. But South 
African news reports aid he 
died of brain injuries. 
McGregor said Biko's 
death was the 20th among 
political ~prisoners in South 
African jails in the last 18 
months. 
"His death, the most 
recent of this deplorable 
series of fatalities, has 
preeipated a renewed in- 
ternational outcry against 
the cruelty of a]~arthefd and 
of the South Afnean judicial 
system," McGregor said. 
Shortly after Biko's death, 
the Canadian Embassy in  
Pretoria sent a message of 
condolence to the Black 
People's Convention of 
South Africa--of which Biko 
was honorary president-- 
and to his family: 
CANADA REPRESENTED 
A Canadian diplomatic 
representative attended 
Biko's funeral and the South 
African government was 
BREAKS DOWN SLOWLY advised of Canadian con- 
Oil degrades slowly in the ceres, McGregor said. 
Arctic b~ause the water is  "Indeed, Canadian in- 
open only about wo months dividuals and groups are 
a year. continuing even now to 
Dr. E.H. Owens, assistant make known their distress 
professor at the Coastal at the death of Mr. Biko and 
Studies Institute of at the plight of other South 
Louisiana State University, African prisoners." 
said in a presentation that McGregor, general vice- 
the single most important president of the Canadian 
factor in dis~rsing, oil is Labor Congress (CLC), said 
mechanical action ot winu, that the insistence of the 
waves, tides, changing South African government 
water levels and ice. on repressing legitimate 
• OlldepositS remain longer political activity among the 
black majority will lead to 
in areas of high tides than in increased frustration and 
areas with little tidal violence and eventual 
change, hesald, breakdown of relations 
In a high tidal area each among the races . . . .  
level of the intertidal zone is Canada urged the South 
subjected to wave action for African government to 
only a short period of time recognize that fact, to take 
two times a day before the action now to renounce, all 
tide passes over or under it. further violence, "and to 
Aly~ka a_nd o~er con- accord an .,unconditional 
servation department o f - re lease  to all political 
flcials were unavailable for pris~mers and .detainees," 
McGregor said. conunent. 
EMPLOYMENT 0PPORTUNIll 
COMPETITION 
PoMti~: Bend Social Worke-r . . . . .  
Em...mp,~y~: Kitwanga Band Council 
Locati~: Kitwanga Band Office * 
Salary Range: $9,053.00 - 11,437.00 plus I$ percent Isolation 
Allowance 
Apply in writing by submitting Resume and References to: 
Kitwangs Band Council 
P.O.Box 307 
Kitwanp, E~,C. 
Closing Oatez October lath, 1977 
Starting Date: November 1, 1977 
Applicants will be notified for an Interview date and time 
depending o~ their qualifications. 
~nls ter  the Kitwanga 8and Social Assistance Program. 
Administers the Kitwange Band Social Services Program. 
Advises the Council and the Village Committees on matters 
within their control on the General Social Services Program. 
Basic R~ulraments: i 
Complsti~ of Secondary School Education and shows the 
ability to P and complste graduate study and for completion 
of one of the non.profossional social worker courses and • 
considerable number of years of related experiences of social 
work or acheoi of Social Work equivalency. 
Willingness to work irregular'hours, must have a motor 
vehicle and hold • valid drivers licence. 
